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ABSTRACT 
Joseph Conrad consistently pursued a blend of- form and substance, 
of structure and theme, in his novels. The fragmented chronology for 
which he is recognized as an innovator and perpetrator can be defended 
., 
as a structural support for his time-related themes.· In this paper we 
,, .. .-
-~ 
i 
analyze several novels, selected from all periods tif Conrad's career, . 
to understand the success of his pursuit. 
. 
!· • .-, \_ 
Beginning w.ith the Preface to The Nigger .Qf the 11 Narcissus, 11 we 
trace the development of. the time-shift theory, later called progres-
. sion d'effet by Fdrd Maddox Ford, which Conrad applied to all of his 
novels in varying degrees of complexity. We study the ways in which 
.· he evolved his techniques through an increasi~g use of interna\ 
reference points, which define narrative circles; through a gradual 
development of Marlow, a character-narrator who primarily synthesizes 
several points of view; and through an intensifying use of a narra-
tive language based on concepts of time and time images.· 
The examination .of each novel reinforces our argument that 
Joseph Conrad was· iDvariably a conscious artist. He knew exactly 
what he wanted to achieve, especially in how his time-shifts would 
~ reveal the-effect of time on· his char~cters. Of course, his achieve-
ment, as in Chance, can be perplexing;· but none of his novels can be 
dismissed as complete failures. Each one has its own. ju·stification. 
The novels_ discussed individua.lly are Almayer's Folly, ~ 
.0 .. utcast of the Islands, The Nigge·r .Qf the 11 Narcissus, 11 Heart .Qf 
Darkness, Lord Jim, -The Secret, Agent, and The A.rrow .Qf Gold. 
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TECHNIQUE 
Joseph Conrad exploited a wide 1 variety of the uses of time and 
-'~~ime shift in his novels. A study of this variety demands a con-
,sideration of the theoretical possibilities, the pragmatic necessities, 
and the poetic richness_6f time as a major part ~f Conrad's artistic 
intensions and achievements. In other words, we must understand 
S_Qffiethi n,g Of c&nrad IS literary theories On fragmenting ChrOnO 1 Ogy, 
. ,, .. ,.:, : 
as he worked them out alone and with Fo'rd Maddox Ford; and we must 
discuss what proportion of the shifts in time is purely functional· 
as it carries forward several strands of narrative, for instance, 
or provides some background material; and we must certainly recognize 
Conrad's use of time as.an image resource, since he constructs 
' 
innumerable images around time rhythms (such as day and night), 
time keepers (such as clocks or the Greenwich Observa·tory), and 
time relativi~y (such·as·· a man's breathing related to.a ship'.s 
bell). Obviously;a·"-'study of time in Joseph Conrad cannot be 
isolated from studies of point of view, literary form, and .verbal 
imagery. A 11 of these .operate together in each navel to make the 
reader a participant who goes through an artistic process of 
o_rga_nizing ·a story as it evolves. 
" 
Very few critical studies of Conrad's technique are begun 
.without re'f~renc~. to the Preface to The Nigg~r 2f_ the 11 Narcissus.11 
"T,his_Pref~ce· is.an early sta.tement by Conrad of his artistic creed, . 
,. 
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written before.he had fully developed-his technical innovations. 
However, it does contain hints of what he was eventually to do: . 
"To snatch in a moment of courage, from the remorseless rush of time, 
a passing phase of life, is only the beginning of the task. 11 1 
' The task itself is to hold up this fragment and 11 show its vibration, 
its colour, its fonn; and through its movement, its form, and its 
colour reveal the substance of its truth. 11 2 This is perhaps 
Conrad's early way of saying that this fragment must be analyzed 
from all directions - ,that the full truth can only be revealed 
1 through multiple -points of view and shifts in time. From very· 
early in his career Conrad tells us he intends to use the power 
of the written word to appeal to us through the senses, to make 
us see. 
3 He declares in this 1897 Preface that he is devoted to 
11 the perfect blending of form and substance. 11 4. It is possible that 
Conrad considered this phrase as the most important in the Preface: 
it is evident in any reading of the novels that he spent a great 
deal of his creative energy trying to work out a form that was 
compatible wfth the psychology and mood. of the narrative content. 
We can lea~ ahead to the end of his career to ~ee that Conrad 
never abandoned his devotion to a. blend of form and substance. 
There are critics who ~laim that Conrad's later work is less 
successful than his earlier work because he 11 forsook the theories 
he worked· out with Ford and those expressed in his early letters 
' 
and essays, especially in the now famous Preface· to The Nigge-r .Qf 
the I Narcissus. 111 5 But I be 1 i eve a. 1 etter6 written only a year 
before he died indicates that altho_ugh Conrad m_ight not have been 
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as concern~d about adheri~g to theories, he was still-seriously 
concerned about the function of form in his novels: a critic had 
. 
written of him that there was no difference between his fiction 
and his autobi_ographical work, that his fiction was not historical, 
___ 
11 but had an authentic quality of development and style, which in 
its ultimate ef feet resembled his tori cal perspective. 11 
V 
My own impression [the letter by Conrad continues] 
is that what he really meant was that my manner of 
telling~ perfectly devoid of familiarity between author 
and reader, aimed essentially at the intimacy of a 
personal communication, without any thought for other 
effects o As a matter of fact,' the thought for effects 
is there all the same (often at the cost of mere 
directness of narrative) and can be detected in my 
unconventional grouping and perspective, which are 
purely temperamental and wherein almost all my 11 art 11 
___ consists o ·That, I suspect, has been the di ffi cul ty 
the critics felt in classifying it as romantic or 
realistic. Whereas, as a matter of fact, it is fluid, 
depending on grouping (sequence) which shifts, and on 
the changing lights giving varied effects_ of perspective. 
His suspicion was accurate. His 11 unconventional grouping" had 
certainly disturbed many critics, and would disturb many more. 
One early critic (1906) referred back to Conrad's Preface (and the 
appeal through the senses) and complained: 11 It is necessary to 
remind Mr. Conrad that if a reader is to feel, he must first 
understand; if he is to hear, he must hear distinctly; and if he 
is to see, his eyes must be drawn by interest in the object, and 
it can look only one direction at once. 11 7 He goes on to say that 
Lord Jim is 11 clumsily confused. 11 8 An even earlier critic (1904) 
had labeled the construction of Nostromo as 11 Topsyturvy 11 and warned 
that "the sequence of.-events has to be sought painfully through 
. :I ' 
the mazes of irrelevancy with which the author tries to 
4 
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mislead us. • • • 09 In· 1922 a. critic said readers were irritat0ed 
by. 11 the ~i gzag i nvo l uti ons of Conrad I s_ method • • • 11 but went on to 
point out that .. 11 no human experience, no human record is chartable 
in a straight line .. 11 lO This insi·ght was not made by many critics. 
After his death, when the complete work could be evaluated as a 
whole,·critics were still complaining that Conrad "seemed to prefer 
not an open a~d direct path but a trackless maze. Chronology he · 
set at defiance, turning time upside down. ! ·; .This puts an undue 
:~· __ ,., strain upon the.memory and imagination of readers who have little 
of either. 11 11 But critics soon.found themselves obligated to 
discover some rationale for Conrad's techniques. It may be that 
11 the bewildered reader's first ·'feeling must be that Conrad has only 
one principle: never under any circumstances must the incidents 
. 
. 
in a story be related in the order in which they occurred!" 12 
But although we may not immediately be sensitive to CoRrad's 
artistic purpose, we must assume that he is a responsible artist 
who is experimenting with something a little less arbitrary or 
chaotic than we might at first feel. 
• 
One early critic who detected a system in Conrad's time shifts, 
and attempted at least an elementary outline, was Donald Davidson 
who published an article soon after Conrad's death, entitled 
11 J0Seph Conrad's Directed Indirections. 11 13 This essay is an 
excellent surrmary of the narrative forms employed by Conrad. 
Davidson offers the tenn II inversive method 11 for the technique, 
characteristic of Conrad, of twisting events out of their regular 
order. 14 This, he says, is Conrad's solution for the problem 
5 . 
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facing every novelist of "deciding to what degree he- will allow his 
~ 
story as a story to intrigue the reader's interest." 15 Conrad 
wants his readers to be interested more in truth of cnaracter than~. 
in resolution of plot; therefore he must sacrifice a certain degree 
-
of suspense: 
He discounts the purely animal curiosity which we may 
all have as to the outcome of his drama by telling us , 
at the beginning (of course with great reserve and 
subtlety) just what the end of a given episode will be .. o oThe reader, possessed in advance of knowledge 
which the participating characters do not have~ looks down on the scene with Olympian foresight and with pity for brave mortal strife. Like the audiences in 
the Golden Age of the Attic theatre, he witnesses a drama the outcome of which he knows in advance. His 
emotions are thereby released and tempered for. the 
suspense of an evolving character rather than for 
mere incidental outcome. 16 
This is an artistic result of ·the "inversive method. 11 The 
procedure itself ls based on a combination of narrative forms. 
Davidson argues that Conrad was not revolutionary in his use of 
the inversive method. However, it is an exceptional, outstanding 
feature in his work because of the extent to which he exploited 
the possibilities of the ~thod. 17 Davidson traces Conrad's 
ultimate method,,back to several well-known types of inversion: 18 
(1) The story-within-a-story 
(2) The pluperfect summary 
(3) Parallel narratives 
(4) The mystery story 
(5) The newspaper report.·· 
Davidson considers each of these types briefly and whepe Conrad 
,.-r: .. L ~ 
· made use of it. The story-within-a-story 11 involves an external 
6 .~-------.- ·-· 
..... 
·, 
·, 
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shell of incident and setting which may or IJ)ay not be elaborate. 11 19 
" 
. An extension of this method will be seen in the Marlow stories.· It 
" is another name for the Frame~story technique. 
11 The pluperfect sumnary exists as a device of pure necessity . 
. It follows an incident or statement that demands explanation, and 
summarizes past events so as to present the necessary informative 
20 . 
material . 11 Conrad expands this method by providing antecedent 
history, not in summary form, but 11 in direct dramatic narrative. 11 
,. 
We see many examples of its effectiveness in Nostromo. 
name for the method is the flash-back. 21 
The other three types are perhaps less unusual: 
Another 
para 11 el 
narratives involve picking up different strands of a story at 
different points; mystery stories involve "tracing a crime back-
ward from its fatal end; 11 and newspaper reports involve arranging 
<'. 
a series of items by importance rather than by order in time. 22 
All of these can be found in Conrad's novels as time-inversions 
in varying degrees of complexity. 
These five types of time-inversions, it is worth emphasizing, 
are only methods, not products, or ends in themselves. Conrad 
employed them consistently in his pursuit of truth as he states in 
the Preface to The Nigger .Q.f the 11 Narcissus. 11 "It is Conrad's 
regular way of beginning with an almost final incident, tracing the 
I 
precedent circumstances, and then returning to a strong climactic 
point before the end. His principle of arrangement regards the 
s i gn:i f i ca nee rather than the sequen.ce of even·ts. • • . And so 
the general truth, by Conrad's methdd, comes gradually through a 
·"' 
.. 
···---·---.. ----------·-- ............................. ----·---·~·-·-------·- .. -- ,-• ----- . --- ' ' .. ···-···-----------;----·--·- -- - ... 
! 
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.• 
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( . :·, 
community ofviews. 11 23 This combination of shifts in time and 
changes in points of view is the basis of CoArad's technical achieve-
ment. But Conrad's search for truth demanded a more' extended 
function for these shifts. He was not interested~only in telling 
a story from a variety of pe_rspectives; he was also interested i\fl 
maintaining his authorial detachment from his work, and in blending 
form and substance. 
Frederick Karl has written a study of Conrad 1 s literary theory 
which examines an aspect of technique beyond the scope of Davidson's 
article. The object of Conrad's control over narrative structure, 
Karl writes, w_as II to 1 end an air of i nevi tabi 1 i ty to his sce.nes and 
characters, so that what does happen must seem to. be the only thing 
that could possibly have happened." 24 Conrad seems to concentrate 
on the development of his characters through their interactions. 
11 This theory of [character] interaction maintains that everything 
· that has gone before has some importance in the making and subsequent 
I • _•·. ' 
development of situation. 11 25 A theory such as this, in which 
characters will be developed as they interact with other characters, 
demands that the author preserve 11 the incertainty, the 'half-
knowledge,1 necessary to all_ points of view. 11 26 It also demands 
,· 
that the artist develop a skeptical, impersonal attitude toward 
his characters and their actions, 27 which Conrad did: 11 Central 
to Conrad's conceptualization of his material was the emphasis he 
and Ford pl aced on the sense of the i ncongruo·us, which, they sai'd, 
should be based on the use. of contrasts· and comparisons.- The 
incongruous ~ituation could, through overlapping and repetition, 
-.. .-_ :-·--· ,---:·:......~.- --- -····-
. - -- ' . 
·1. ·, 
.--- .t. 
. ' . . ,. 
l 
! \ 
' ~ . 
' _.,.~' 
0. 
-
· dramatize combining or contrasting characters and themes, 'and at 
the same time keep the author at an objective distance from his ·. 
material . 11 28 This is another way of saying Conrad was counter-
pointing his narrative structure; and in another paragraph, Karl 
says he welded together several actions and points of view and 
built 11 fugue-like scenes. 11 29 The.musical analogy is similar to 
that used earlier by Edward Crankshaw, who said Conrad used ''the 
' 
novelist's equivalent of the fugue ... where the interest derives 
from the pattern made by the changing juxtapositions of the 
subjects .... 11 30 The analogy is certainly acceptable, consid-
ering that in his famous Preface, Conrad said art must aspire 
"to the magic suggestiveness of music. 11 31 
The musical analogy is also useful as it emphasizes Conrad's 
concern for a blending of form and substance. Certainly as the 
11Art of arts" 32 music is the perfect blend of the two. And ,-,, 
Conrad aspires toward this sort of perfection in his own art of 
literature. He achieves it on several levels: 
(1) As we have noted before, Conrad weaves us a narrative 
texture while illuminating the fact that the truth cannot be 
determined from one position in time, or one point of view: 
Crankshaw says the "broken method" is used for increasing the 
"richness of texture, for allowing the parts to be bathed suggestively 
in the light of the whole. 11 33 
(2) Conrad controls the mood of ih'e 11arrattye by fragmenting 
its. sequences. .. Chronology is sacrificed to mood: 11 M-ood and 
. ' 
chronology cannot both be supreme, for to enforce mood any given 
• • • t 
' 
9·. 
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piece of material must appear where it weighs most in terms of 
characte·r, not merely where it serves a narrow constructive 
expediency. 11 34 Or, as Frederick Karl says, 11 chronology • 
35 becomes a strategic supplement to mood and character. 11 
• • 
(3) Conrad maintains a blend between the external circum-
stances and the internal psychology of his characters. I think 
it worthwhile quoting an extended passage from an early (1918) 
and perceptive review of Conrad's work by Frank Pease as it 
sutiessfully blends outer and inner realities: 
• , . Conrad's developments are from within. Their 
outer manifestations follow from this inner movement . 
• . . There is more here than dualism, more even 
than dependence: there is 11 synchronism. 11 Conrad's 
characters synchronize with their mi se gr!_ sc~ne in 
a continuity completely conspicuous (on his part) 
and completely satisfying; which is but another way 
of saying that in Conrad'.s art 11 reflex action, 11 
acci-dent, surprise~ the reportorial detailing of 
incidents for their own sake, have no parte 
This synchronism of Conrad's has almost the 
effect of conspiracy: a sustained and secret 
sympathy between the outer aspect and the inner 
reality o o o [for example,] the dark heart of Kurtz 
is ins~parable from the African heart of darkness. 
~t drew darknes§6from that heart and gave darkness 1 n turn. . . . ·· ·. · . 
Other critics have recognized this blend. as Conrad's outstanding 
I_ 
contribution to modern fiction. 37 Morton Dauwen Zabel, for 
i.nstance, called it a 11 complete coincidence of the processes of 
psychic recognition and recovery with the dramatic necessities 
38 
of the plot. 11 In another article Zabel s_u_ggests that once we 
,· 
,. 
are aware of the rationale behind Conrad's method, 11 the time-shift, 
for instance, ceases to be a trick of form or suspense alone; it· 
becomes an instrument of ;psy~hol_ogic~l realism and a normal 
_____....,. ___ .,. 
10 
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function of conscience and memory • . . 11 39 The structure of the 
novel, then combines with the setting of the novel to intensify 
our empathy for the m6ral and psychic conditions of the characters. 
(4) A further blend of form and substance can be detected 
in Conrad's use of shifts in time and point of view to emphasize 
theme and meaning .. John A~ Palmer says that Conrad's indirections 
are 11 legitimate extensions of meaning •. •• 11 40 And Zabel, again, 
notes that "what seems to be a tied plot, gyrating aimlessly 
around, a static point of obsession, is actually growing in meaning 
and moral import, taking on a wider increment of value. 11 4l In 
' 
other words, there is a cumulative effect; the process is the same 
for theme and meanihg as it is for character: we accumulate 
;,; 
f,ragment by fragment, incidents in various perspectives of time, 
opinions and reactions from various points of view, and we construct 
a total impression, a complete and complex theme. The relationship 
. between structure.and theme becomes increasingly significan·t: 
The changes in tone and the juxtaposition of different 
themes and point of view is paralleled on a larger scale by the structure of the book, which throws into relief 
the- cen-tral theme as ·distinct from the ploto The 
arrangement of different sections, the frequent shifts in time and in viewpoint are often designed to sharpen 
our apprehension of the issues involved, to force us to 
m-ake comparisons and to see links between incidents 
and emotions which are42ot necessarily related by the casual logic of plot. 
I 
Hewitt here~1s speaking particularly of ~ostromo; but the same point 
can be made of Conrad's technique in general • 
.{J., . It is apparent, as critics have ~iscovered, that Conrad was 
successful, at least in a few novels (there is much controversy 
d 
,., .. ; , ] 
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• over Conrad's last books) in creating a blend of fonn and substance. 
The. tenns we have used in discussing his blends are "texture,11 
"parts bathed in light of the whole, 11 "chronology sacri.ficed to 
mood,'' 11 synchronism between the outer and inner realities," and 
"juxtapositions to force us to make comparisons." These might 
indicate that we are ·dealing with poetic elements in Conrad's 
I' literary method •. Indeed, poetry, like music, demands a high 
degree of unity between form and substance; and Conrad has carried 
this demand over to the novel. "Replacing a direct narrative with 
fragmentary scenes is like the poet's use of images,u writes 
l 
Frederick Karl. 43 "This method of poetic breakup applies not 
only to the narrative structure of the novel but also to the 
presentation of ·Characters." 44 Here we are again back to the fact 
that the structure of the novel is complementary to, inseparable 
~ from the development of theme and character. But what we are 
particularly interested in is the fragmentation itself. It is not 
a big step, for instance, from poetic imagery to Impression,ism 
(in which characters, scenes, and emotions are presented through 
vivid sense detail as they are seen at a particular moment from 
a particular vantage point). And if we recall that in the Preface 
to The Nigger of the "Narcissus," Conrad claimed that if the appeal 
of fiction to temperament is to be effective it "must be an 
impression conveyed ·:through the senses, 11 45 we will acknowledge 
the possibility that Impressionism is at least a partial factor 
in his method. W,e can draw support for · such an argument fr.om many 
·. 12 ·: 
·-··-~ ..... 
·• 
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. ------- . 
critics. Bruce McCullough, for instance, applies the tenn 11 dis-
continuity11 to the type of Impressionism a.dapted from painting to 
literature. 46 He says it shifts our focus from the situation to 
the effect of that situation upon character. One of. the examples 
he uses is Lord Jim: 11 The method followed has the effect of giving 
to the navel a high degree of unity by m.ak i ng it essenti a 1 ly an 
elucidation of a problem of character - a problem which, being 
both obscure and subtle, is difficult to approach openly. 11 47 
Another critic, Ernest Baker, says that Conrad's Impressionism 
"is far more compulsive than mere workaday realism, its effects 
being so much more like the raw sens~tions which are the original 
stuff of experience. 11 48 He too points to Lord Jim as an example. 
He says the rambling narrative at first seems to have no method, 
11 only an ac-cidental synthesis of the yarns told by this man and 
that man, the scarce reconcilable testimony of many different 
witnesses. 11 But this is what the Boar/d of Inquiry must sift 
through to reconstruct the Patna incident; and 11 the reader has to ' 
perform the same operation." 49 
A third critic, Herbert Muller, gives a more artistic function 
to Conrad 1s Impressionism: 
... If label there must be, 11 impressionist 11 is the 
most suitable for Conrad .•.. 11 The meaning of-an 
episode is not inside like a kernel but outside 
·enveloping it, 11 his spokesman Marlow declared; and the object of all Conrad's organized effort was to 
evoke this enveloping atmosphere, to render the 
shirrmer and shadowiness that were to him the essence of reality ..•• 50 · 
·= · ... These are three ve-ry different analyses of Impressionism as 
it may be applied to Conrad: (a) _discontinuity for emphasis 
. , 
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·of character; (b) rambling narrative as raw sensation which the~. 
reader must reorganize; and (c) ~the projection of meaning through 
the shadowiness of atmosphere. Perhaps this would be the best 
place ·to introduce Ford Maddox Ford into our study of Conrad's 
methods, especially since he (~ofd) apparently acknowledged the 
... 
. ~ 
importance·of Impressionism in their work together: 
We [Conrad a~d· Ford] accepted without much.protest the stigma 11 Impressionists 11 that was thrown at 
us •... we saw that life did not narrate but made impressions on our brainso We in turn, if we 
wished to produce on you an effect o;1life, must not narrate but render impressions. · 
This type of realism is only one facet of the.literary theory 
Ford said he and Conrad worked out before collaborating on some 
,. 
~, work (an indetenninate amount, since there is no way of knowing 
what portion of writing was done by Ford and what by Conrad in 
the novels they wrote together). This form of I~pressionism was 
apparently rooted in a discontent with the traditional novel: 
11
• • • It became very early evident to us that what was the 
matter with the novel ..• was that it went straight forward, 
whereas in your gradual making acquaintances with your fellows 
you never do go straight forward. 11 52 From there they had to 
detennine a method by which they could scramble the points of 
view and shuffle the impressions and swing back and forth in 
time while maintaining control and organizing a total picture. 
The theory they fina_1-_ly settled upon was cal led Progression 
_g_' effet by which they meant the following: "In writing a 
novel we agreed that every word set on paper - every word set 
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on paper - must c rry the story forward and that, as the story 
progressed, th.e sto must be carried forward faster and faster 
. and with more and m,~ intensity. 11 53 
Crankshaw off~;rg a different vocabulary when he discusses 
the device as an .11.acceleration. 11 11 When, after unravelling a 
hundred tangled threads, they are finally tied up in a neat plait, 
the plait is no less than the sum of the individual threads; it 
merely occupies less space in - space. By bringing the scattered 
parts - parts scattered by the time shift device - together, the 
54 
tempo is imperceptibly but radically quickened. 11 This, of ·· 
course, is not the only result of progression s!_1 effet. But it 
should remind us of the blend, previously mentioned, between the 
development of character and the accumulation of narrative fragments. 
It is very difficult, if not impossible, to know how Conrad's 
friendship and collaboration with Ford affected his [Conrad's] 
literary theories. Ford's reliability on the subject has been 
called into question; and Conrad had very little to say about it. 
Probably the closest we can come to fact is to say that the 
relationship with Ford helped to solidify some ideas with which 
Conrad had already been experimenting. Or perhaps what Ford did 
for Conrad was bring the theories to consciousness, and provide 
a vocabulary for.discussing Conrad's devices. 55 As_one critic 
su1T1T1arizes: 
The relation between Ford and Conrad during their 
years of collaboration, and their individual 
contributions to the Rye Revolution [Hynes' label 
for the literary fennentation which centered 
around Rye, England], have been obscured -
15 
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probably forever - by C~nradJs reticence and Ford's 
romancing. From the evidence, though, it must have been something like this: Conrad, the older, more 
experienced9 more dedicated writer~ provided the 
conception of the, artist~ and the II European 11 concern 
with form; Ford provided an easy command of English idiom~ and intelligent audience for Conrad, and 
eventually the criticgJ formulation of the ideas 
that they discussed. . 
Hynes also says that if we compare Ford's novels with Conrad's, it 
is evident that Conrad was experimenting with shifts in time and 
' 
point of view long before Ford applied them extensively to his 
- nove 1 s, and that .. the ideas were probably Conrad's. 11 57 
I think this argument can be supported by references, already 
made, to the Preface to The Nigger .Qf the "Narcissus, 11 which was 
published the year before Conrad met Ford; and to the embryonic 
techniques detectable in Conrad's first two novels. A brief analysis 
of Almayer's Folly and A!!_ Outcast .Qf the Islands will reveal that, 
as Crankshaw says, although Conrad may not consciously have realized 
'" ). it, and although the results are at first clumsy, the method finally 
organized by Ford was already functioning in Conrad's early novels. 
"The ability to work in that way was ••• part of Conrad's own 
original equipment. 11 58 No matter how limited the technical inno-
vations might be in Conrad's first novels, there is certainly 
convincing evidence that he was concerned abqut the effects of time 
on his characters, and how he could revea 1 those effects through 
narrative structure. 
' Almayer's Folly is the story principally of Kaspar Almayer 
in a state of progressive degeneration. He has been transplanted 
from comfortable civilization ,in Macassar to the native corrmunity 
lfi 
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of Sambir on a little Malayan island, by Tom-~ingard, to be the 
latter's business manager. Almayer has suffered a disagreeable 
marriage with Lingard's adopted daughter; he has seen his own 
daughter, Nina, return from Singapore after ten years, complaining 
of mistreatment as a half-caste; herhas had to abandon his half-
built new house after Britain has given up plans to.remove the 
Dutch from the islands; and he is in the process of giving up the 
pursuit of the sudden wealth he expects to find in the island's.·· 
interior, which would allow him to take Nina to Europe. Almayer 
sustains himself on dreams. 
The bulk of the plot in Almayer's Folly only covers three 
days, from when the Malay chieftain, Dain Maroola, arrives in 
Sambir to elope with Nina, to when he leaves with her from the 
island. But the "illusion is created, 11 if we consider all the 
references to past and future events, that the story stretches 
f 
over more than twenty-five years. 59 These references, of course, 
are essential to our understanding of-what takes place during the 
few days of excitement, and of what takes place in the degenerating 
mind of Almayer. ·Only with. these references are we able to have 
a complete characterization of Almayer: we must understand him 
as he is positioned in Time - as he relates hims.elf to his past 
and intends to control his future.· William Byssche Stein suggests 
how significant this is: 
•• -. Not unti 1 a character's vision of the past and 
the future is established (the substance of his self-- -knowledge) dees the present receive foreground treat-
ment. At this juncture, ordinarily, a drastic 
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_ contingency necessitates a willful decision and 
1-.-action - a life-or-death choice. This moment of 
crisis always marks the dissolution of the future 
which the protagonist has projected ahead of 
himselfo When this occurs, a misuse of the past -
,. 
is exposed (the failure to profit from experiegfie), 
and the present is rendered meaningless •••. 
It is unlikely that Conrad has his ideas this neatly formalized 
at the time of writing Almayer's Folly; but we can see that some-
thing like this is functioning in the novel. The sample usually 
chosen from this novel to illustrate Conrad's early use of time 
shift is the flashback in chapters two to five. It is here that 
we discover one of Conrad's technical characteristics. If we allow 
ourselves the-circle metaphor in defining narrative movements, we 
can see that Conrad gives us spe.cific reference points from which 
we move into a time shift (flashback or foreshadowing) and to which 
we~return. The principle is in operation in this first major 
flashback in a couple of instances. At the opening of the novel 
Almayer is standing on the veranda of his half-built house waiting 
for Dain. Later (p. 18)* Almayer talks with Dain who has returned 
but must go first to the village leader, Lakamba. In between we 
are put in Almayer's daydream time, back twenty years in memory, 
as he remembers Macassar, and Tom Lingard, and his promise to· 
marry Lingard's adopted daughter to get a fortune. This is the 
first part of the main flashback. We learn more of this past when 
* Page references to this novel, found in parentheses, will 
be to: Joseph Conrad, Almayer's Folly and Other Stories (New York: 
New American .Library, 1965) [A Signet Classic]. 
' .,, 
we enter a wider circle: ··the reference point found at the end of 
(i' 
chapter one (p. 24). and at the end of chapter five (p. 65), is 
Almayer asleep while Nina watches the river {having been told of 
~ain's return). Within this circle we observe Almayer's marriage, 
his establishment in Sambir, Nina's stay in Singapore to be 
educ~ted, her return with a hatred of White civilization, and her 
introduction to Dain. With chapter six we are back to the point 
in time when Dain is leaving Almayer and crossing the river to see 
Lakamba. 
I have gone into some detail with this flashback to illustrate· 
an pperation which Conrad will perform more or less elaborately in 
most of his other novels. And although he does not use it to any 
1' 
remarkable extent in his· early novels, it does indicate two impor- · 
tant things about his developing method: first, with this technique, 
especially as it is later improved by Conrad, the exposition can 
be 11 treated as part of the main action, no.t as a subordinate 
adjunct to it .••. [and] the past is felt not as distinct from 
the present but included in it and permeating it. 11 61 In other 
... 
words, background information is not~merely sunmarized, or recol-
lected in a past tense; it is dramatized as of equal value with 
the. narrative present. 
The second importance we can derive from this early flashback· 
is that, as Guerard suggests, the flashback comes to us as 
the free wandering fl ow of an uni dent,i f i ed memory .. 
speaking in a personalized often ironic voice .•• · ~ 
he shares Marlow's impulse to actualize the irrelevant 
through highly visual detail; and to pass over the 
~· : . 
r 
absolutely essential in a casual subordinate clause. He [Conrad, I assume] has begun to develop, in 
other words, the vocabulary.of that impressionism 
allegedly taught by Ford Maddox Ford: a narrative 
. ~:;~~~c~r v~e~e~t~ v~2emphas i ~. on .. :.~_ns tantly shifting 
This may be more relevant to a study of style than of time shift. 
But it is important that this early voice is identified as pointing 
toward a Marlow-figure. Marlow would eventually become Conrad's 
agent, through whom he could make shifts in time whi .. le .. ~~intatning, 
a central control. It is worth noting that another critic, Palmer, 
is more cautious than Guerard in recognizing Marlovian character-
istics in the flashback: 11 ••• compared to Marlow's extended 
rhetorical structures, all this is rudimentary. And an internal 
. 
point of view obviously would have saved Conrad a good deal of 
awkw~rdness. 11 -63 
The lengthy flashback in Almayer's Folly indicates only one 
.. 
use Conrad makes of reference points, which are just another tenn 
for repeated phrases, and recurrent scenes. These, as Crankshaw 
says, provide some of the methods. 11 of relating the whole to the 
part, the past and the future to the present. 11 64 There is at 
least one outstanding instance in Almayer•s Folly of Conrad's use 
of reference points to ti.e together various points of view. The 
Dutch are sailing into Sambir to investigate the gunpowder enter-
prise, of which Dain had been a part, and in which he lost his 
brig, and as they approach they fire a gun mounted. on the bow. We ~-
hear the sharp report at three different places in the novel. The 
l). 
first time it is mentioned (p. 89) it interrupts Nina as she 
~ LU. 
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talks with Lakamba's counsellor Babalatchi as they look on Almayer 
who has been thrown into despair by the presumed death of Dain. 
This shot is a·- point of reference for a, brief narrative circle 
which ends when ~e hear the same shot a second time (p. 92) as the 
Arab trader, Reshid, is talking with the slave-girl Taminah, who 
will soon play a crucial role when she reveals to Almayer .that Nina 
is with Dain. We hear the same shot again in cnapter eleven (p. 133) 
as we see Dain-in hiding waiting for Nina. The gun report is not 
only an ominous symbol of Dutch int~rference in the lives of several 
individuals; i-t is also a kind of absolute point in time to which 
several incidents and several points of view· are related. 
The Dutch ship's cannon shot is not the only symbol that can 
be linked with time. We said at the opening of this essay that 
Conrad makes a lavish use of images involving time. One of the 
~ost ancient of these, which Conrad used to his advantage, is that 
qf the river. For instance, the novel opens as Almayer is watching 
a log drift down the river beside the house. He follows it with 
increasing interest until he loses sight of it (p. 12). Its 
journey toward the sea sets him to thinking of Macassar, and the 
e~rly days when his prospects were good. 11 The personification of 
the tree, 11 writes Wi 11 i am Byssche .stein, 11 qui te cl early rehearses 
~he career of the protagonist up to this point of time in his life. 
At the same time the simile in question captures the pathos of the 
human si"tuation, the desire for order and direction in a universe 
:,--- -~ ~ .. ·- .. 
II 65 . ' pervaded by destruction and disorder. • • • 
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Stein also notes that the abyss image is frequent in Con~ad's 
works, 11 to mediate some encounter with nothingness - to evoke the 
experience of a fall out of time. 11 66 The sensation of endless 
falling is equated with~a sense of disorientation in time. One 
of the early examples is in Almayer's Folly at the point when 
Almayer sees the dead Malay who he believes to be Dain, and falls 
into complete despair:, 11 It seemed to him that.for many years he 
' had been fa 11 i ng into a deep precipice. Day after day, month· ·after 
month, year after year, he had been falling, falling, falling ... 11 
{p. 83). Almayer stands back and looks at himself: 11 Poor, poor 
fellow! Why doesn't he cut his throat·? 11 (p. ~a3). He thinks that 
with Dain dead he has no chance of discovering the gold in the 
(' isl and -and ·taking his daughter to Europe. This is another curse 
, 
in his life: he has lost the dream of his future and the meaning 
of his existence and 11when this happens, there are only two alter-
67 
natives - to ki 11 time or to ki 11 oneself." Almayer is able to 
go on only long eno,ugh to find that Dain is still alive and that 
Nina is about to run away with him. Almayer goes to kill Dain and 
ends up helping the couple to escape. From that point Almayer is 
detennined to forget Ntna and "kill time. 11 He does so, we learn 
I 
in the foreshortened last chapter, 68 by indulging in an opium 
69 trance which proves fatal. ,. -----· .. 
Almayer's attempt to kill time seems to prefigure Verloc,•~ 
attempt (in planning to blow up Greenwich Observatory, as we will 
see in our study of The Secret Agent). We have already noted that 
there is an early use of reference· points and time shifts in 
i . . 
i 
Almayer's Folly;·and that Conrad already seems to be headed toward 
a Marlow-type narrat·or. We miQ~t also take note of other indications 
of developments Conrad was to make in novels after Almayer's Folly. 
There seems to be a seminal use of the East/West conflict which will 
be used again. · "As opposed( to his Eastern counterparts, [Western 
man] refus_es to recognize death unti 1 he is dying, and sometimes not 
even then. Still worse, he denies any distinction between his 
intellectual ability to plan the future and his actual power to 
control its course. 11 70 The distinction between planning and con-
trolling future time is thematically related·to the distinction 
between regretting and learning from the past - Conrad uses several 
characters to develop thes_e ~istinctions. _· Lingard· is the epitome 
of Western man who thinks he-can·control the destinies of men. 
Almayer is out of place in Sambir,. where Lingard has situated _him. 
But we see this conflict developed again in Lord Jim, Heart of 
. 
. 
- . Darkness, and The Rescue. ":- · 
·We also see, in later novels·, an increasing use of the past 
perfect tense, or the II pluperfect· surrmary'' which was one· of the 
types of time inversion that Davidson catalogued. There are frequent 
us~s of the past perfect tense in ·Almayer's ·Folly, although here they· 
arise more often from nec~ssity than from an experimentation with 
narrative time. For instance, once Dain arri·ves back in Sambi.r and 
goes to see Lakamba, we learn in a past perfect tense tha·t the gu:n-
powder smuggling had_ failed ( p. 70). And aga.i n, Co~rad uses· the · 
tense (in combination with the c·onditional) to show Lis D-ain in 
hiding waiting for Nina; and takes us back to.the p~evious afternoon 
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when Dain was on his own, trying to rebuild his courage and self-
confidence, imagining himself in heroic confrontations {pp. 134/35). 
We should take note of Conrad's use of the tense, not because it is 
unusual in the novel, but because he later extends its use, and 
establishes it as an important technique, especially in Nostromo. 
In preliminary sunmary, we can agree with Guerard that 
71 11 Almayer 1 s Folly is a strange and at times impressive first novel. 11 ·· 
In it we are introduced to a few of the characteristically Conradian 
-conflicts, themes, and techniques. And when we go on to consider 
~ Outcast .Qf the Islands, we can recognize a continued use of some 
of the things originating in Almayer's Folly. 
~Outcast.Qfthe Islands is not structurally as int·eresting as 
Almayer's Folly. Perhaps one of the most significant points that 
can be made about it is its companionship with the earlier novel, 
as noted by an ear 1 y c r i ti c ( 19 20 ) : 11 • • • Te ch n i ca 11 y , i t i s 
curious to reflect that one of them is a sequel to the other and 
the sequel comes first. Mr. Conrad had often chosen to spin his 
web backwards. 11 72 {Actually, An Outcast is the second in a 
----
trilogy; the third, and the earliest in time, is The Rescue, which 
is concerned with Lingard himself, long before he establishes 
Almayer in Sambir.) One of the clues we have to the time between 
the novels is that i,n ~ Outcast, Nina is a very young girl, while 
in Almayer's Folly she is a young woman. 
The time scheme of An Outcast is built.on a technique we saw 
----
in ~lmayer's Fol-ly: the reference points which help to close 
narr.ative circles, or 0 link incidents and points of view. In the 
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first chapter we have a reference to Wi l lem 1 s thirtieth birthday 
(p. 17)~* Willems thinks of himself as rather successful at this 
point in his life. In chapter three (p. 26) there is another_ 
reference to his thirtieth birthday. ·This time we are told it is 
the second-last day of his success. Between these two references 
( 
,,, 
is chapter two which provides us with an introduction to Tom Lingard, 
and gives us a flashback of fourteen years to the time when Lingard 
made the boy his protege and set him up as the trader Hudig's clerk. 
But two days after his thirtieth birthday, Willems has bee-n caught 
in a theft and is in a state of collapse. In chapter four, Lingard 
informs him that his wife is Hudig 1 s illegitimate daughter. We 
are given some background on the marriage; and we see Lingard 
restraining Willems from drowning himself, and taking him under his 
wing a second time. ~e settles him in Sambir, near Almayer. 
Conrad's reference points are not always repeated facts (such 
as the thirtieth birthday) or sounds (such as the gunshot in Almayer 1 s 
Folly); they are often phrases or topics of conversation. Chapter 
five of~ Outcast, for instance, ends with Babalatchi saying the 
excuse he and Lakamba will give for being in the clearing (where 
they have been planning how to take power in Sambir} is that they 
were deer-hunting (p. 55). Chapter six opens three months later · 
with Willems asking·Almayer for a gun to go deer-hunting {p. 56). 
* Page numbers to this novel, found in parentheses, will bet~; Joseph Conrad, An Outcast of the Islands (New York: The New American Library, l964)·IA Signet-Classic]. . 
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this is his excuse to -go see A1ssa secretly. The s~me exc~se has 
been used twice. It helps to link the deception of the actions. 
Then later there is another reference to deer-hunting (p. 68) which 
completes the narrative time-shift circle in which WtJlems, in 
his search for solitude, has encountered Aissa. (If the story 
were chronological, chapter six would probably fit somewhere between 
four [in which Lingard is about to take Willems to Sambir], and 
five [in which Babalatchi has seen Willems and Aissa together].) 
_. Time shifts throughout the rest of the ~ook are not particularly 
impressive. However, there are a couple of shifts which, though they -
may not be effective, are conspicuous. One involves a change in 
tense, which we have said before is often one of Conrad's methods 
of inverting time. There is a sudden shift in chapter five of 
Part II (p. 108) when we switch from past tense to present tense 
for a page and a half. Apparently Conrad intends this as a shift 
in·point of view rather than in time. Guerard, for one,· thinks it 
more successful than the few interior monologues that are planted 
in the book: this change into the present tense, he says, 11 gives 
the impression of a fascinated and puzzled Watcher." 73 It may 
be that Conrad was. experimenting with this shift; but since he uses 
it o~ly once it is diffjcult to argue that he considered it suc-
cessful. Perhaps it is another instance of his need for a dominaDt 
character-narrator like Marlow. Palmer feels, as he does with 
Almayer's Folly, th.at there are enough long Marlovian paragraphs 
~ ("tart, abstract, ironic· ... digressive") to indicate that Conrad 
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11 is· beg-inning to feel the need for Marlow, and to undertake experi-
... 1 . . 
ments which will .lead to. his cre.ati .. ~n. 11 74 
Another example of a startling shift occurs in Part III. 
Willems has succumbed completely to his passion for A1ssa. · She 
refuses to let him take her away or even see her, until he has 
cooperated with Abdulla to help the Arabs· come into Sambir with 
their ship. In Part III we leap ahead six weeks; and it is some-
what peculiar that the main action, the betrayal by Willems of 
, 
·the secret route, for which we have been preparing, is already over. 
.., 
W.illems has already guided the Arab's ship along the treacherous 
waterway. For two and a half chapters, Almayer merely recounts 
the events to Lingard. (Lingard himself, who believes in a code 
of doing a thing well and completely, decides Willems has done a 
bad and incomplete job of betrayal.) Apparently Conrad wants to 
emphasize not the event itself, not the suspense of the actual 
trip up the river, but the effect it has on Almayer and on Lingard, 
whose secret the route had been. It is an early example of the 
way Conrad leaps .ahead in time and sacrifices a momentary thri 11 
of the action, to the long term consequences the action has on 
individual lives. 
Lingard, naturally, is upset _with Wi 11 ems and ·is easily 
encouraged by Babalatchi to kill him. But A,ssa persuades Ling~rd 
to save, him, an.d he lets him live - as punishment (p. 193); but 
he. refuses to help Willems again by taking.him away. from Aissa. · 
Meanwhile Almayer also plans to get rid of Willems before he wins 
27. 
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back Lingard's friendship •. He conspires to have Mrs. Willems take 
her husband away. And once she has left to fetch him, Almayer 
arranges for his boat to be trapped in the mud to avoid stopping 
he.r. When Mrs. Willems arrives for Willems.' forgiveness, A·issa 
-watches them jealously. As Willems leaps for her revolver, she 
kills him {p. 268). It.,s left to Almayer, several years later, 
to recount for us the last details. 
What may be lacking in interest in the time scheme is made up 
for by the way Conrad weaves references to time into the narrative. 
There is a much greater use of time images in An Outcast than in 
----
Almayer's Folly. There are at least two recurring structures worth 
considering. The first is Conrad's use of regularity, or repeated 
motions. It is no accident that Conrad saturates An Outcast with 
----
rhythmic details. Several examples of these details are the 
fo 1-1 owing: 
Clock ticking methodically {p. 16) 
Men pacing up and down, back and forth (pp. 34,· 65, 92, 
106, 129 .•• ) 
Swinging lamps {p. 41)-
Paddles being swept right and left (p. 57) 
Succeeding sunrises and sunsets {p. 58) 
Repeated words (pp. 66, 80) 
Old Omar rocking himself to and fro (p. 85) 
Hearts beating (p. 116) 
Objects si~king and rising {p. 124) 
;l)l) 
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Boat rising and falling {p. 40) 
People going up and down steps (p. 161) 
Eyes closing and opening (p. 188) 
Chests expanding and collapsing (p. 195) 
0 
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Drops of blood leaping one after another (p. 197) 
Rowers in regular swing back and forth {p. 242) 
-~-. 
There is definitely an image pattern being accumulated in~ Outcast. 
Each of these details represents a little time-keeper. They remind 
us of time passing, of the mechanics of human action, of time's 
importance in every little motion. The imagery is even more blatant 
when we learn, for instance, of Almayer: 11 Whenever Lingard was in 
Sambir Almayer 1 s watch was going. He would set it by the C·abin 
clock, telling hi·mself every time that he must really keep that 
watch going for the future. And every time, when Lingard went away, 
he would let it run down and would measure his weariness by sunrises 
and sunsets in an apathetic indifference to mere hours" (p. 230) . 
. 
This symbol is certainly comparable with what we know of the man 
from Almayer's Folly: it is only through Lingard that he thinks 
his hopes for the future can be realized. 
The other noteworthy recurring structure is perhaps less 
obviously related to time, but is more inventively r~lated to 
theme. Spaced throughout the story are sentence constructions 
built around a concept of the present moment's being surrounded 
by the past and future. There are more instances than we.need to 
' list. A few will suggest what I mean: 
29 .. _ .. _ 
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(A) Early in his relationship with Alssa, when he is enjoying 
the opiate of his passion, Willems is able to forget time. 
He goes to meet her in a clearing by the river: 11 And in that . 
atmosphere of Nature's workshop Willems felt soothed into 
forgetfulness of his past, into indifference as to his future 11 
( p. 65). And again, 11 [There was] nothing in the past, nothing 
in the future; and in the present only the luminous fact of 
her existence 11 (p. 67). 
(B) At first, when Lingard has learned of Willems' betrayal, 
. and before Babalatchi has aggravated his· rancor, he intends to 
be reasonable and sympathetic: 11 He had always dealt fairly 
by him [Willems] from the very beginning; and he would de~l 
fairly by him now - to the very end •... 11 {p. 170). 
(C) Once Willems recognizes that he has been controlled by 
his mad passion for Aissa, he confesses to Lingard: 11 It [the 
madness] frightens me .••. And when I think that of all my 
life, of all my past, of all my future, of my intelligence, of 
my work, there is nothing 1 eft but her • . . 11 (p. 207 ); and he 
breaks down. But he is not able to resist Aissa completely; 
and later, as he is holding her 11 he heard her whispering -
her face hidden on his shoulder - of past sorrow, of coming 
joy that would last 1forever; of her unshaken belief in his 
l ove 11 (p •" 253). 
,· (D) Then once he is being begged ·by[ his wife for forgiveness, 
he shifts again, and has a very ominous feeling: 11 He seemed 
to struggle in the toils of complicated dreams where everything 
1 
·: 
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was impossible, yet a matter ·of course, where the past took 
the aspects of the future and the present lay heavy on his 
heart - seemed to take him by the throat like the hand of 
an enemy" (p. 258). 
We constantly have characters who have reached a point where they 
want to forget the past and enjoy a new future. Occasionally 
they are caught between the past and the future and are conscious 
of both, or want to forget both. But, of course, their future is 
only a consequence of their accumulated past; and they must suffer 
the consequences in time. Perhaps the sentence constructions, 
like those mentioned above, are too subtle to contribute much to 
the theme. But.there are enough of them in An Outcast to prove 
' -
that Conra·d was ;:ntentionally using them as support. We must assume 
that Conrad was a highly conscious artist who was using time images 
and time constructions in combination with time shifts to perfect 
his bl end of fa.rm. and substance. 
An Outcast of the Islands certainly does not represent that 
------
perfection; it is only an early attempt. As Guerard says: 11 ••• An 
Outcast .Qf the Islands is chiefly interesting for its situational 
prefigurations of Lord Jim. As Lingard hides Willems from his 
humiliation in Sambir ••. so Marlow and Stein will hide Jim in 
Patusan. . • . 11 75 Guerard lists other "foreshadowi ngs II and says: 
Technically, the advance over Almayer 1s Folly is a 
rather equivocal oneo o o oClarity has been gained 
for an exotic adventure story which certainly has its popular side. But meanwhile we have lost the beauty of changing perspectives, lost too the sense 
-
It ~ ... ' 
of immersion in an alien world, and all the strain 
that comes from shifting distances between author, 
subject, and reader. Hence~we remain passive and 
unengaged, fi na 1 ly indifferent. 11 76 1 .. _1.-Ali. • 
~- I think Guerard states the case a little too strongly. But it is 
true that ~ Outcast does not show substanti a 1 progress over .. A 1 mayer I s 
Folly. Conrad does less experimenting with his second novel. But 
there are traces in the book of deepened interest in time and its 
effect on characters. It remains to be seen in later books how · 
Conrad continues to develop the advantages of time imagery and time 
shifts. 
We have considered Conrad's technique, in general, the methods 
of time inversion he used, the blend of form and substance that he 
pursued. We have made an appraisal of Ford Mattox Ford's influence 
on this technique, and have tried to show that there were embryonic 
signs of the technique already in operation in Conrad's first two 
novels and in the Preface to The Nigger of the 11 Narcissus. 11 We 
must now consider several novels individually to see the successful 
functioning of the technique. 
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THE NIGGER OF THE 11 NARCISSUS 11 
L It may seem peculiar that we select a chronologically uncompli-
cated novella for indi·v.idual study. It is necessary, however, that 
we deal with Nigger separately because it was to this work that 
Conrad attached his statement of artistic aims. We can assume that 
Conrad offered the nave 11 a as a manifestation of the creed. We can 
also assume that after writing Almayer's Folly (1895) and An Outcast 
of the Islands (1896) Conrad had reached a stage of control where 
he was willing to risk a statement of aesthetics, and as association 
of Nigger (1897) with them. 
We have noted earlier that one of Conrad's aspirations was 
toward a perfect blend of form and substance. Although Nigger is 
. 
. 
constructed on a basically chronological form, there are several 
references to specific points in time to pace our vicarious experi-
ence, and several leaps into the future to remind us of our detach-
ment; further, there is a striking blend of external circumstances 
and internal psychology in the story. Hence, although the outward 
form of the story is not radical, it is compatible with the internal 
situation. Tve blend that is achieved .in Nigger is intensified by 
what Conrad ca 11 ed in the Preface, an appeal through th,e senses. 
The sensation of time is developed through an effective use of 
images. This is an outstandi_ng feature·of the novella, as I hope 
to demonstrate. 
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On the surface The ·Nigger .Q.f the 11 Narcissus 11 ·;s the story of 
Jinmy Wait, the only black member of the Narcissus crew, who claims 
he cannot work because he is dying, and who has a very paradoxi.ca l 
effect on the rest of the crew. He wins both the sympathy and the 
distrust of the men. They go out of their way to make him comfort-
able, but they suspect he may be a fraud. They pity him and hate 
him. They rescue him after a gale has turned the ship over on its 
., 
l'I 
side; but they are moved almost to mutiny when the captain will not 
let him work; and they are ambiguously relieved when his dead body 
is finally unloaded from the ship. 
The blend of form and substance, in one respe·ct, is accomplished 
in the character of Jimmy: his blackness, ill health, and despondency 
make him a natural personification or embodiment of death. Both the 
crew and the reader are aware of this association and the disturbance 
it causes on the isolated ship: 
It is Jimmy who brings death aboard ship in many ways: 
consciousness of death, fear of death, invocation to death.· And he brings many moral equivalents of death aboard ship too: disorderg disloyalty, dishonesty~ dismayo ~rom the 
moment that he appears out of the shadows~ 1 ate for the 
muster of .the crew~ he and his opposite number, Donkin, deny solidarity, defeat fellowship, and destroy the saving dreams of these men of the Narcissus. 77 ~ 
, ' ' 
The entire story grows on the s.uperstitions and suspicions surrounding 
Jimmy's death: the superstitions of having a sick, dying man on board ;J 
ship, and the suspicions that he may not really be dying •. Jinvny is ft : 
C <1 o' • 
\. •, I . . the ·character to whom Conrad relates all the other characters. ·As 
' ' 
examples we might consider Donkin and Si~g~eton, both of who~ help to .·I 
·- .1 
I\ 
throw the character Jinmy, and the theme of the story, into r~lief.· .· .. · \, .. ,· · 
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We learn much about the personality of Donkin in the only true 
time shift in the story: a. narrative circle begins when Mr. Baker, 
the first mate, has told the Boatswain to call all hands aft {p. 15),* 
and we return to this reference point when the Boatswain is calling 
down to the forecastle {p. 23). Between these two points we drop 
back with a past perfect tense to late afternoon when the new men 
have arrived. We are introduced to the crew. Donkin comes on board 
and the res_t recognize his type immediately - the complainer who 
does not do much work. They illustrate their willingness to cooperate 
by providing Donkin with a few personal possessions. Guerard calls 
this a 11 sham fellowship 11 comparable to their 11 lazy sympathy for the 
ma 1 i ngeri ng Negro. 11 78 Donkin he 1 ps to define the psycho 1 ogy of the 
crew, and also stands incounterpart to Jimmy Wait. Like Jimmy, he 
. t 79 shirks responsibilities and shows contempt for the rest of the crew. 
But he gradually grows in opposition to Jimmy, until the critical 
0 
scene in which he sits· at the latter's bedside, and provokes him to 
death. 
Another character who is thematically associated with Jimmy is 
Singleton, the old sailor who demonstrates stamina when he stays at 
the helm in the gale. One critic attributes added significance to· 
him by calling Nigger a tale 1 of initiation on two levels: 11 The aging 
Singleton finds in his struggle with external elements the physical 
* Page numbers to this novel, found in parentheses, are to: 
. Joseph Conrad, The Nigger Qf_ the 11 Narci ssus 11 / Typhoon and Other Stories (Middlesex, England: · Pe_nguin Books, Ltd;., 1971). 
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truth of: his ·own mortality while the others [on board] discover in 
their encounter with Wait the psychol_ogical fallacy of·their own 
80 
egoism. 11 Mortality here, as we said before, is central to the 
story. One member of the crew on whose initiation into awareness we 
,. 
4-"' 
concentrate is Singleton, through whom death is related to time. It 
is through references to time that Singleton's character is primarily 
developed. We learn early, for instance, that he is the oldest member 
·., 
of the crew -
... old as Father Time himself, who should have come 
there into this place as quiet as a sepulchre to 
contemplate with patient eyes the short victory of 
sleep, the consoler .. Yet he was only a child of time, 
a lonely relic of a devoured and forgotten generation. 
He stood, s ti 11 strong, as ever unthinking; a ready 
man with a vast empty past and with no future .... 
{p. 31) . 
Singleton brings time on board, just as Jimmy brings death: ·this is 
a complementary relationship which is emphasized when Singleton 
becomes the one who proclaims, though he bases his belief on super-
stition, that Jimmy will see land and die. 
We have said that the center of attention of this story is death, 
whose agent Jimmy seems to be. This prominence ·of death on an isolated 
· ship, among a crew made up of a variety of human types, seems to invite 
an allegorical reading of the story. The· invitation actually seems to 
be extended by Conrad himself when he compares the ship, with what 
Guerard calls 11 almost Victorian obviousness, 11 81 to 11 a small Planet,U 
{p. 35) 11 and like the earth, she was unconscious, fair to see - and 
-
condemned by men to an .ignoble fate 11 (p. 35) •. By drawing this analogy, 
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Conrad does two things. First, he creates a blend of form and 
substance by studying men in isolation and making them face a trial 
both of antagonism among themselves, and of assault from an indif-
ferent universe. Second, by generalizing the ship, as Guerard says, 
11 Conrad freed himself from the present moment and from the obligation 
to report consecutively ... and now he can pursue his natural mode: 
to hover selectively over a large segment of time, dipping d9wn for 
:a closer view only when he chooses. . .· . 11 82 Guerard is not saying 
that Conrad is using the time-inversion methods, previously listed, 
to make shifts in time; instead, he means that Conrad is concerned 
with a long period of time, an entire voyage, and it is necessary, 
for economy's sake, to summarize large segments of time and detail 
only the most important incidents. Since Conrad has chosen to work 
with a microcosm of the world, he must be carefully selective of his 
action sequences to unfold the pressure of time. 
The internal evidence Guerard cites in defining Conrad's method 
in Nigger is a passage describing the pace of time on the voyage: 
11 The smiling greatness of the sea dwarfed the extent of time. The 
days raced after one another, brilliant and quick like the flashes of 
a lighthouse, and the nights, eventful and short, resembled fleeting 
dreams 11 (p. 35). This is only one example of the general conception 
of time's dominating the story. Elsewhere on the same page of Nigger 
0 
we learn that routine, 0 circularity, monotony, and regularity define 
time as it is experienced on an uneventful voy_age. (It· is noteworthy 
--. that the circle image recurs throughout_ the story in relation to the 
. .. 
... 
heavens, the horizan, the men themselves in a group, the steering 
wheel, etc.; we shall see further use of it in other novels, espe-
cially The Secret Agent.) 
Time fluctuation in the narrative, as it conforms with Guerard's ~ · 
analysis, is limited to a series of events which we are told take 
pl ace II that afternoon 11 or 11 th at eveni ng 11 or II the next morning. 11 
Occasionally we are(given incidents which are typical over a stretch 
of time and are more or less chronological within the context. For 
instance: 
At any time of the day and often through the night some 
ma·n could be seen sitting on Jimmy's box. In the 
evening, between six and eight, the cabin was crowded, 
and there was an interested group at the door. Every-
one stared at the nigger. (p. 119) 
Anything that breaks the regularity of these events is pointed out to 
us: 
Singleton as usual held aloof, appearing to scorn the ins i gni fi cant events of an ended life. Once only he 
came along, and unexpectedly stopped in the doorway 
... then suddenly went away. [My italics] {p. 119) 
These are incidents which cannot be pinpointed in time. We know only 
that they happened. 
Another peculiar time structure, although it~ again, is not a 
true time shift, is the rare glance into the future. We have one 
instance of this when Jirrmy introduces himself to the cook, and the 
narrator writes: 11 Afterwards, when talking about that voyage, he 
[the cook] used to say: 'The poor fellow had scared me. I thought 
I had seen the devi 1 ! ' 11 ( p. 27). And we have another example of this 
technique later, when the cook has made hbt coffee in the overturned 
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ship: IIAfterwards, Archie declared- that the thi_ng was 'meeraculous. 1 
·For many days we wondered; an-a· it was one ever-interesting -sub_j,ect 
of conversation to the end of the voyage" (p. 75). I submit that 
these 11 afterwards 11 passages are planted to remind the reader _that 
the story is being told from a time future to the event, and to hint 
-that the time would come when the voyage would be just a story tel d 
by sail ors rather than the test of endurance which it is as it takes 
place. It is an early example of Conrad's sacrifice of suspense to 
· character and theme: the reader knows that the ship and crew will 
not be lost, and he is able to concentrate on the way the men treat_ 
each other under stress. 
The references to time become more specific as we approach the 
gale crisis in chapter three. In order to intensify our experience 
of the gale in our imagination, Conrad tells us it is the thirty-
' 
_second day,of the voyage; at midnight the topsails are furled (p. 54); 
at 7:30 there is a grey and threatening sunrise (p. 55); at 8:00 the 
crew splits up, half to rest and half to work (p. 55). The sea hits 
the ship and turns it on its side; 11 hours pass" (p. 59) and-later 
there is a sunrise {p. 69). We do not learn these details in a 
brief incidental note; on the contrary, they are spread over many 
pages of exposition: we are given the sense of extended time, during 
which the members of the crew prepare for the storm and wait it out. 
Time, for them, is going slowly; but a great deal of anguish is being 
compacted into that time, as in a n_ightmare. It is important for. us 
to have a sense of time passi_ng to understand what the men on the ship 
.. are enduring. 
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Chapter three is central to the story, both in form and 
<'.l 
substance - in narrative and thematic position. It is generally 
affi nnati ve: 11 The men, 11 says Robert Haugh, 11 though knocked about 
by the rough seas, become once more knitted together, in the face 
of their common danger. The exactions of their calling transcend 
their doubts. 11 83 The chapter begins with a comment on the crew's 
love for its ship. Then both their faith in its strength, and their 
own strength are tested in a gale as they round the cape. · We learn 
· what types of men make up the crew. The gale, the threat of death, 
brings out the worst in some and the best in others. Guerard says 
that true so 1 i dari ty, as opposed to the II sham fe 11 owshi p1~ of the 
crew with Donkin and Wait, 11 is created by the exigencies of the· 
storm, and during the worst hours of crisis the good seamen are 
significantly separated from Wait, who is trapped in his cabin, 
buried .... With the storm over· the individuals again become 
84 i ndi vi duals. . . . 11 · When the worst has passed, several members 
of the crew look for Jirm1y and rescue him. They hate him, but they 
don't want to lose him: 11·1t had become a personal matter between us 
and the sea 11 ( p. 67). Dank in, of course, is· of a different opinion. 
He complains of hi·s own treatment. His 11 rage and fear of his dis-
regarded right to live" affects the morale of the crew {p. 70). It 
is up to Mr. Baker to verbalize the working code: it is not the 
. .. 
captain I s job to take care of the crew; on the contrary,_ the crew 
has been hired to_ take care of the ship (p. 72). It is left to the 
cook to do the most inspir.i_ng thi_ng of all. He finds a way to make 
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hot coffee in his tilted kitchen. 11 As lo_ng as. she swims I will 
cook, 11 becomes a rallying cry .. 
,;-,, .. 
It is also in chapter three'that we see the fullest development 
of time as medium. We are provided with descriptions of time as it 
might be_ sensed by men in a disaster: 
As the hours dr~gged slowly through the darkness Mr. 
Baker crawled back and forth along the poop several 
times. Some men fancied they had heard him exchange 
munnurs with the master, but at that time the memories 
were incomparably more vivid than anything actual, 
and they were not certain whether the murmurs were 
heard· now or many years ago. {p. 74) 
~---· 
Several times we are given the impression of losing track of time -
of a feeling that time is moving extremely slowly, or that time 
enough has passed for great changes to have taken place. When, for 
instance, the men have rescued Jimmy and brought him up to the deck · 
to the other crew members, "the return on the poop was like the 
return of wanderers after many years amongst people marked-by the 
desolation of time ... 11 · (p. 68). It is carried through into the 
next chapter, after the storm: 11 The master and Mr. Baker coming face 
to face stared for a moment, with intense and amazed looks of men 
meeting unexpectedly after years of trouble ... 11 {p. 80). And we 
see it again in chapter five, when Donkin comes1 out of the room where 
Jimmy has just died, 11 as though, 1 i ke a wanderer returning after many 
years, he had etxpected to see bewilderi_ng changes 11 {pp. '129-30). 
The part Donkin plays in Wait's death is presented concurrently 
with the effect of time on Jinmy. The accumulated references to time 
increase the reader's sensitivity to Jimmy's drawn-out death: his· 
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influence 11 seemed to_ grow_ gradually larger, as his body day by day 
shrank a little more, while we looked'' {p. 118). One of the onlookers 
is Donkin. He is ·alone with Wait the night he dies, talking with him, 
.,,./ 
r, 
provoking him, stealing from him. Donkin asks Jimmy several questions, 
and we learn something of Jimmy's own s·ense of time when he makes an 
obscure reply and 
.. . . returned at once to the regions of memory that 
know nothing of time. He felt untired, calm, and 
safely withdrawn within himself beyond the reach of 
every grave incertitude. There was something of the 
immutable quality of eternity in the slow moments 
of his complete restfulness. He was very quiet 
and easy amongst his vivid reminiscences which he 
mistook joyfully for images of an undoubted future. 
(p. 125) 
A dying man escapes from the real time that leads to his i::mmlnen:t 
death by submerging in memory. 
Jimmy's private rate of death is emphasized in an effective 
contrast wtth a regular pace of time as Donkin patiently watches: 
Every half hour the bells spoke to one another 
ringing along the whole length of the ship. 
Jimmy 1 s respir-ation was so rapid that it couldn't 
be counted, so faint that it couldn't by heard. 
( p. 128) 
We have ·a double contrast, in tempo and in volume. And the contrast 
is extended to include Donkin when we learn that for him 11 the night 
seemed to go by in a~· flash; it seemed to him he could hear the 
irremediable rush of precious minutes•• (pp. 128-29). · Thus we observe 
that a certain amount of Conrad's characterizations, as we also said 
for Singleton, is conveyed through time metaphors. 
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The culmination of time in relation to Jimmy's death comes when 
JI, 
t:he crew disputes 11 the exact moment of Jimmy's death 11 (p. 131). Some-
time during the night the barometer had fallen, and the wind had risen. 
Si_ngleton had earlier predicted 'that Jimmy's death would have a good 
effect on the winds, and on getti_ng the ship out of a dead calm. But 
the crew has no way of determining the exact moment. It is as if 
death has not taken place _at a specific moment in time. 
time perhaps do not have an arbitrary intersection. 
Death and 
There is on~ slight detail that might be overlooked in reading 
Nigger, except that it is interesting, and appropriate to our study 
of time: the last thing the master says to Mr. Baker is not to forget 
-· to wind up the chronometer {p. 138). This mechanism is a time-keeper 
which adjusts its accuracy and which is used to determine 'longitude 
at sea. In other words, it is used not only to keep precise time, 
but also to relate that time to space._ Time is a dimension which 
must be taken into account in the daily life and psychology of sea-
-
men. The chronometer also makes sense as an image in Nigger because 
the nove 11 a, 1 i ke other Conrad nave 1 s, 11 affi rm[s] human so 1 i dari ti es 
against the coldness of cosmic law. 11 85 The winding of the chro-
nometer is a hun1an- attempt to keep t·n control of cosmic time, to be 
able to coordinate human effort in relation to that time. 
W~ cannot move smo6thly on to other novels without at least 
acknowledging the peculiar point of view in the., novella. The shifts 
from omniscient-third person, to first person plural, to first -person 
singular, _and back again, with no apparent consistency, have taxed 
< 
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the ingenuity of critics who attempt to rationalize the jumps. The 
basic problem is in authority: if the~narrator is a member of the 
crew, then he could not possibly reproduce private dialogue between 
.. 
Donkin and Jimmy; nor could he report Jimmy's internal feelings . 
. . 
These are violations of point of view. But perhaps there is a logical 
explanation. Guerard, for one, believes there is. He admits there 
are serious violations; but h~ says 11 the movement of point of view 
through this novel admirably reflects the general movement from 
· 86 
· isolation to solidarity to poignant separation. 11 Guerard is 
suggesting that there is a general logic in spite of the specific 
awkward shifts. 
Palmer is not as neatly systematic in his justification. He 
prefers to see the shifts as an indication of the direction Conrad 
was taking: 
The emotional immediacy of his material led Conrad 
into a strangely shifting point of view in the 
Nigger - from 11 they 11 to 11 we 11 to 1!! 11 - and this 
yields an important technical advantage which looks 
ahead to 11 Heart of Darkness 11 and Lord Jim. Through 
the narrator's gradual involvement with Wait, the 
fragmentation of the ship's psychology is made more 
clearly visible; and Marlow's identifications with 
Kurtz and Jim are anticipated. Bl. 
0 
These anticipations are what concern us most here. The shifts in 
point of view are not related to time shifts in Nigger. The fact of 
which we must take note is that we continue to trace in Nigger the 
problem we followed through Almayer's Folly and~ Outcast .Qf. the 
Islands: as Palmer says, 11 the Nigger only makes clearer the need 
.. 
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• 1 . d I 11 88 for an 1 nterna narrator in Conra s early fiction. Conrad wi 11 
'; 
solve this problem by creating Marlow. 
, 
We can conclude, finally, that in The Nigger of the 11 Narcissus, 11 
Conrad continued his pursuit of a blend of form and substance. His 
emphasis here, however, is not on time shifts, or literary fonn, but 
on time images and allusions, through which a sense of psychological 
time is constructed. The blend is between the language of time 
used in description, and the ordeal in time as suffered by the 
characters. 
.. 
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HEART OF DARKNESS and LORD JIM 
Charlie Marlow is the character created by Conrad to narrate 
his technically most complex novels. Conrad discovered that if he 
was going to experiment to any great extent with shifts in time and 
viewpoint, and if he was going to center his interest in effect 
rather than cause, in reaction rather than action, in character 
revelation rather than suspense, the easiest and most efficient 
way of doing so would be through a central consciousness. We have 
already detected the need for such a consciousness in Conrad's 
earliest works .. And we·have said that the anonymous narrator in 
The Nigger of the 11·Narcissus 11 is a predecessor, or at least an 
anticipation, of Marlow. As William York Tindall says, Marlow seems 
to be a natura 1 development out of 11 the inner demands of Conrad• s 
89 
work, 11 and, more immediately, out of Nigger: 
It is plain that this concerned yet ghostly voice is an experiment, an unsuccessful experiment perhaps, marking a transition between omniscience and a personified observero Marlow, developing from this voice, improves ito Equipped with personality, char-acter, limits, attitudes~ and tone= in a word, with body - Charlie Marlow and his conspiring voice become authentic. More than observant, he not only plays his part in the action, but subsumes it, leav~89 that ancestral voice neither here nor there. 
Marlow, then, is an embodiment of a narrative voice; but he does not 
merely observe an incident or tell a story, he pl~ys a part in it .. 
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Marlow plays a part in .the stories he narrates in several 
different ways. Most simply, he is a character in his own stories; 
he contributes to the action by being involved with the other char-
acters. In 11 Youth,S1 for instance, in the first use Conrad made of 
him, Marlow tells of the time he was a young man on his first voyage 
as second mate on the ill-fated Judea. He recalls thinking of every 
misfortune as an adventure; and when a load of coal had begun smoul-
dering from spontaneous combustion, and the crew had been unable to 
put out the fire, they salvaged as much as possible and abandoned the 
ship, and Marlow indulged in the impulse of steering away from the 
captain's longboat to enjoy the feeling of having his 11 first conmand. 11 
And, in Lord Jim, Marlow helps to set Jim up in Patusan and visits 
him there. In Chance, ~arlow 1 s part is less active; he is more of a 
sounding board for the other characters, and he takes time to follow 
the misery of Flora and the meddling of the Fynes. It is· in this 
last capacity, perhaps, that Marlow becomes most useful. As a partici-
pant in the story, and as an interested observer, he .1 earns a full 
story from a wide variety of sources. This is not only true in Chance, 
although the technique is pushed to its limits in this novel, but also 
in Heart of Darkness and Lord Jim. 
-------
Conrad's problem was to secure the advantage of the 
many points of view without losing that of coherence. It was to make a real composite of these many pictures taken from so many diverse angles, to make a synthesis 
of material so disparate. And he solved that problem 91 most successfully through the help of Captain Marlow. 
Marlow, then, plays a part in the story by collecti.ng and collati.ng · 
material from various points of view. As an individual, of course, he 
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is limited in his perspective. But as he begins to mingle with other 
sharacters, and has an effect on them, he accumulates viewpoints. He 
then has the 11 difficult task of interpretation, of reconstruction. 11 92 
It is here.that his functions as narrator and participant overlap. 
Marlow is the character, critic John Oliver Perry says, through whom 
Conrad pursues the meaning and implication of the actions he is re-
counting. Marlow is telling a tale, and we rely on him for clarity 
of observation and presentation: through Marlow 11 the tale-teller's 
dilemmas of creating, comprehending, and communicating that meaning 
are revealed to us as a part of the action. 11 93 This gives Marlow an 
artistic significance: the problem of an artist at work, and how he 
gives form to the substantial material he has at hand. I think Palmer 
suggests a similar idea, 
In all the works in which he appears (even Chance) Marlow is protagonist; his narrative is not merely 
~n impressionistic rendering of the artistic object, it is the object: a meditative projection of 
remeinbered experience in a morally significant pattern. Whether he is recounting his own history 
or someone else's, Marlow repeatedly calls attention 
to his narrative as a symbolic construct, and tries 
continually to give the §ijSt precise definition to his own states of mind. 
The designation of Marlow as a protagonist who defines his own states 
of mind, helpfully sunmarizes his position. We are not primarily 
· inter.ested in the development of Marlow from one novel to the next; 
but 'we do need to know what his function in each novel is, and how he 
synthesizes points of view, and how he imposes form on the material 
he has gathered. It is thro_ugh Marlow, and thro_ugh the s~ifts he 
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makes in point of view, that-Conrad derives much of the complexity 
of his time schemes. It is through Marlow, and the chronological 
fonn he chooses to follow in the novels, that we are able to analyze 
the success of the time shifts and time imagery, and of the blend of 
these and the theme of the story being told. 
Davidson, we recall, said that one of the methods from which 
Conrad developed his time-inversion theory was the story-within-a-
story. We can see this frame-story technique in operation most clearly 
in the Marlow tales (though Conrad uses it in other novels). The 
frame story i tse 1 f ( i n11 Yo~th, 11 Heart .Q.f_ Darkness, Lord Jim, and Chance) 
is extremely slight compared with the main story. Basically, Conrad's 
method is to bring together a sma 11 group of peop 1 e: 11 • • • There was 
a director of companies, an accountant, a lawyer, Marlow, and myself 11 
[
1
.
1Youth 11 ]. Then Marlow tells ·a story and it is set forth in Marlow's 
words by the narrator. It is given "actuality" by recurring references 
to the setting ("Pass thebottle 11 ) or to the auditors. And occasionally 
Marlow will reflect on the action he is describing. 95 Of course, in 
11 Youth 11 Marlow does not have a very complex role; but Conrad has at. 
least adopted the device and is able to develop him more fully in Heart 
of Darkness and Lord Jim. 
Although the same, or a similar group of people has been collected 
to hear Marl ow' s Heart of Da 1rkness ta.le, there is considerably more 
purpose in this frame story than in that of 11 Yoyth. 11 F~.r instance, one 
of the listeners can be disti~guished from the other three: the first 
narrator, the one who is rel ayi;ng Marl ow' s words, seems to be affected 
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by the story. One critic says he makes a 11 transfonnation; 11 he comes 
\. 
to understand the moral s_i·gnificance of the story: 11 Now he, like 
. 96 Marl ow, wi 11 be s~t apart from a 11 those who do not know -tl1e truth. 11 
A later critic added that the moral transformation has a structural 
support in the. story in the contrasts between the opening and closing. 
One of these contrasts is in the turn of the tide, which swings the 
Nellie 180°, and parallels the change in the original narrator's 
vision from the land to the sea. These shifts "are calculated to 
transfer ·the attention of the reader from the particular to the 
universal and to determine the direction of his transformation." 97 
What is most interesting for us in this insight, is that there 
is a span of time being demonstrated in the turn of the tide. This 
passage of time in the frame story represents only one level of the 
use of time in the novel. Another level· is that of the time when 
Marlow is telling the story, as opposed to the time when the events 
actually have takeh place -many years earlier. The shifts between these 
levels, when Marlow interrupts his story and lights his pipe, for 
instance, foreshadow a similar type of shift that Marlow must make in 
Lord Jim and Chance among time periods at which different characters 
reco_unt to him different parts of the main story. 
A third level, which we will not discuss in any depth in this 
pape·r, is the Victorian idea of p~ogress and decadence as 11 twin aspects 
of aa all-encompassiflg history." 98 · Marlow makes comparisons between 
advanced European civilization and primitive Co_ngo society as he 
investigates Kurtz's intentions of uplifti~g the natives, and the 
Man_ager 1 s~ruthless pursuit of ivory. 
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In much of his early work, especially in~ Heart .Qf Darkness and Nostromo, Joseph Conrad was concerned 
with the moral ambiguities of a progress linked to 
self-interest and ·the im~erialistic exploitation 
of uncivilized peoples. 99 .. 
This is the concern that reminds Marlow of the story at the beginning. 
Marlow couples this with the relationship between progr~ss and time. 
The book begins, as we said, at a point far in the future of the 
main events of" the story. Marlow is recounting to some friends an 
experien·ce which parallels a thought of his that Britain was once 11 one 
of the dark places of the earth" (p. 5),* The original narrator, one 
of the listeners, has just been commenting on the heritage of the 
Thames River. Marlow elaborates on this, thinking back 1900 years to 
the plunderers of ancient times. Since then, the light of civilization 
has come to Britain - but it is like 11 a flash of lightening in the 
clouds. We live in the flicker - may it last as long as the old earth 
keeps rolling! But darkness was here yesterday 11 {p. 5). Marlow is 
. giving us here a suggestion of compressed ti.me; and he suggests this 
compression again when he recognizes the significance of Kurtz's last 
words in his 1 as t moment: 11 • • • pe rha.ps a 11 the wisdom, and a 11 
truth, and all sincerity, are·just compressed into the inappreciable 
moment of time in which we .step over the threshold of the invisible" 
{p. 72). Marlow 1 s sensitivity to compression of time makes him aware 
of the pressure time can exert on a man while breaki_ng down his 
self-restraint. 
* P~ge numbers to this novel,. found in parentheses, will be to: , Joseph Conrad, Hea:t . .Qf Dar~n:ss (New Yo.rk: W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1963) [A Norton Cr1t1cal Ed1t1on, Robert K1mbro_ugh, ed.] . 
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The compression is demonstrated, we might say, in the s~ructure 
of the book. - Marlow summarizes his boyhood dream of tr~veling, and 
his search for a job, which he finally finds on a steamboat in the 
_center of Africa. The job has become available on the violent death 
of another captain, whose body Marlow later finds. Marlow is thirty 
days on the French steamer from· Belgium to Africa {p. 14). He is 
forced to wait ten days, 11 an eternity~' at the outer station {p. 19). 
He is fifteen days on the caravan tQ the central station (p. 21). His 
ship he learns, has sunk two days before. Repair takes 11 some months 11 
-while he waits for rivets to patch the boat (p. 21). Meanwhile he ~ 
'· . 
also meets the station manager's uncle who is the type of trader who 
rapes the land for a 11 it I s worth 11 wi th no moral purpose" ( p. 31 ) • 
In Part II, Marlow overhears the uncle and nephew talking about 
Mr. Kurtz .. He learns that a year before he [Kurtz] had asked to be 
left alone in the African interior (p. 31). Then from the creek in 
which the ship is repaired to Kurtz 1s station, it is two months of 
guiding the steamboat along a treacherous river. 
The steamboat is attacked (pp. 39-40) on the third day after it 
leaves the hut of a Russian trader (who later tells Marlow of the 
difficulty he has had getting along with Kurtz). We are given specific 
time details about the lifting of the fog and the progression of the 
attack until it is ended when the natives are frightened away by the 
whistle. 
Inmediately after the attack we have an interruption of the_ chro-
no logy. Marlow gives a sort of surrmary of what he is to learn and 
I 
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experience (pp. 47-52) while commenting on the absurdity of his 
African experience: essentially he gives us an interrelated collec-
tion of several reference points which we will recognize again when 
he resumes his chronology. S·ome of these points are the following: 
•. 
(A) Ivory: White men's desire for ivory is the reason Kurtz 
was not left alone, even though the Manager claims it is 11 mostly 
fossil 11 ( we see the phrase used twice, P,. 49 and 63). 
(B) The Pamphlet: We learn that Kurtz had written it for the 
"'-., 
. 
International Society for the Suppression of Savage Customs, and 
that the approach to savages had to be one of altruism from 
superior beings (pp. 50 - 51). The pamphlet is included in a 
packet of papers which Kurtz gives to Marlow (p. 70); and it 
surfaces again when Marlow gives it to a political journalist 
(p. 74). 
(C) The Intended: We learn in two places that the subjects of 
Kurtz's conversation are 11 my intended, my ivory, my station, my 
river . . • 11 (pp. 49 and 69) . 
(D) The Lie: Marlow says, 11 I laid the ghost of his gifts at last 
with a lie 11 {p. 49). Then we see him pronounce the actual lie at 
the end of the story (p. 79): the girl wants to know Kurtz's 
last words. Marlow cannot make himself disillusion her with the 
truth (11 The horror! 11 ). Instead he says: 111 The last word he 
pronounced was - your name. 111 The effect of this lie on th,e 
reader is increased because of Marl ow I s fee 1 i ng that there is II a 
taint of death in lies 11 (p. 27). This lie is an indication of 
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Marlow's 11 vicarit:>us involvement with Kurtz 1s experience. 11 lOO 
And although he has gained kn~ledge, he loses his innocence. 101 
I stress these four reference points because they seem to indicate 
a new use Conrad is maki_ng of something he has already found suc-
cessful. He is linking various sets of actions by first mentioning 
them in a unit of thought, and then referring to them separately at 
later points in the narrative. These reference points are not them-
selves the openings and closings of narrative circles; but the summary 
in which they are first mentioned is itself within a circle as defined 
by two reference points: the attack is over and the dead helmsman is 
on the floor of the pilot house with a spear in his side. Marlow is 
standing over him: 11 To tell you the truth, I was morbidly anxious 
to change my shoes and socks, 11 which are .. soaked with blood {p. 47). 
Then after the summary, Marlow says: 11 As soon as I had put on a dry 
pair of slippers, I dragged him out ••• 11 {p. 52). Th-is brings us 
back to the chronology of the story line. 
The rest of the story involves no real time-shift challenge. 
Our interest reverts to the place of time in the theme of the story, 
especially once Marlow has found Kurtz and must convince him to return 
with him. Kurtz does not want to leave his village; and Marlow tries 
to pursuade him otherwise: 
I tried to break the spell - the heavy, mute spell of 
the wilderness - that seemed to draw him to its pitiless breast by the awakening of forgotten and brutal instincts,-by the memory of gratified and monstrous passions. (p. 67) 
Kurtz has· apparently lost track of time and his sense of ··control over· 
it. His soul, says Marlow, has-been 11 satiated with primitive emotions" 
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{p. 69)~ Marlow has earlier defined primitivity in terms of time, 
when he speaks of his cannibal crew:· 11 1 don't think a si_ngle one of 
.... ~ 
.,. 
them had any clear idea of time, as we at tfie end of countless ages 
have. They still belonged to the beginning of time - ·had no inherited 
. . . ! 
experience to teach them as it were .•• 11 (p. 41). Marlow seems to 
be saying that the thing that distinguishes us from early man is the 
ability to conceive of time. Stewart Wilcox, who has done the b~st 
· study of time imagery in Heart of· Darkness, refers to the above 
. . -
... passage and says the cannibals 
.•. are like unborn children still immersed in the 
womb of time, the heart of darkness from which 
civilized man has sprung8 They are primitives, 
primeial in being the first in time~ primordial in 
being the first created. They are therefore 
temporally linked to modern white man, but the white 
man ... must resist the primitive impulse, for 
time is not discrete instants, but awareness of 
the interpenetrating continuum of the past,present 
and future which produces dream~consciousness. 
The ~ight~arishne~s sUppend~ Marlow ~nan ~geless, 102 flum,nal Journey into the night of his racial past. 
The trip Marlow makes is for him a journey deeper into time - a 
journey closer to the yesterday of civilization. He makes this very 
plain to us when he says: 11 going up that river was like traveling 
back to the earliest beginnings of the world • . • 11 (p. 34). And 
again: 11 We were wanderers on a pre historic earth, on an earth that 
wore the aspect of an unknown pl anet 11 (p. 36). Marlow is well aware 
of his experience in time. He is conscious'of his relationship, as 
., 
t 
a civilized white man, to the black natives who come out of nowhere 
' 
in a frenzy of yelling, clappi_ng and stampi_ng and whirli_ng. He 
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describes his reaction to ··this encounter with 11 prehi stori c man, 11 
with man that is just becoming·human - but definitely human: 
It was unearthly, and the men were - No, they were 
not inhuman. Well, you know, that was the worst of it - this suspicion of their not being inhuman. It 
would come slowly to one~ They howled and leaped, 
and spun, and made horrid faces; but what thrilled you was just the thought of their humanity - like yours - the thought of your remote kinship with 
this wild and passionate uproar. Ugly. Yes, it 
was ugly enough; but if you were man ·enou·gh you 
would admit to yourself that there was in you just the faintest trace of a response to the terrible ~ frankness of that noise, a dim suspicion of there being a meaning in it which you= you so remote from the night of first ages - could comprehend. And why not? The mind of man is capable of any-thing - because everything is in it, all the past 
as well as all the future. What was there after 
all? Joy, fear, sorrow, devotion, valour, rage -
who can tell? - but truth - truth stripped of its 
cl oak of time. {pp. 36-37) 
This is probably the central paragraph in Heart of Darkness. In it 
------
Marlow recognizes the humanity of the natives, but restrains himself 
from joining in th~ir dance. Marlow is revealing to us before we 
meet Kurtz, what sort of environment he [Kurtz] has been living in. 
Obviously this environment can exert a deep influence on any man, 
because all men are susceptible to certain primitive emotions and 
instincts. 
The above long quotation also reminds us that truth is related 
in some way to time. Wilcox says, 11 it is truth that is eternal, that 
must be •stripped of its cloak of time. 111 103 And later, 11The world 
of time is cloaked by appearances which hide the reality, the 
truth. 11 l04 Marlow is in a search for this truth, and he comes face· 
·to face with it in the ri gure of Kurtz. 
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However, there seems to be a basic irony in the. novel between 
stripping truth of its cloak of time, and Marlow 1s belief that 11 the 
meaning of an episode was not inside like a kernel but outside, 
enveloping the tale which brought it out only as a glow brings out 
a haze" (p. 5). (There may be significance in the fact that the 
narrator merely ascribes the second belief to Marlow.) There seems 
to be a dilemna, as we noted in our earlier discussion of Marlow as 
narrator, between what Marlow can experience in reality, and what he 
can reveal in telling a tale. The tale cannot describe the real 
truth; it can only suggest i't, filter it, muffle it. The pure truth 
cannot be captured in words. The enveloping tale is what Conrad is 
concerned with as an artist. He wants as much clarity as possible 
out of the haze; and he will achieve it only through concentration 
on atmosphe.re. "Throughout Heart of Darkness, 11 says Wilcox, 11 Conrad's 
controlling imagination manipulates the evocation of atmosphere by 
means of specific images, but these images do not remain static. They 
become fluid, variable, mutually interrelated. 11 lOS One of these 
fluid images is time. For instance, for Marlow, going up the river 
is like traveling back to the beginnings of the world; but on his 
trip down river, with the dying Kurtz, he has a different sensation: 
The brown current ran swiftly out of the heart of 
darkness, bearing us down towar·ds the sea with 
twice the speed of out upward progress; and Kurtz's 
life was running swiftly too, ebbing, ebbing out 
of his heart into the sea of i nexo·rab le Ti.me. 11 
( p. 69) 
;.:.,~: 
This reminds us of ,AlllJayer watching the l_og drifting down the river 
to the sea; or more precis-ely, of the ·death scene in The .Nigger R 
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the 11 Narcissus 11 in which the tempo of Wait's death is compared to 
somethi_ng more absolute (the ship's half-hourly bell). 
Heart .Qf. Darkness certainly exhibits Conrad's most concentrated 
use of time imagery up to this point in his career. Concepts of time 
in the novel are inseparable from the theme and meaning. The blend 
is virtually perfect. And the perfection must be attributed, at 
least in part, to Conrad's successful use of Marlow as character 
\ 
and narrator. Marlow is the protagonist who h~s been actively in-
volved in Kurtz's experience, and who must reveal the significance 
' 
of the story by unfolding the effect it has ha-don him personally. 
The same thing is true of the Marlow in Lord Jim. Although it 
is not our project here to trace the growth of Marlow or the changes 
in Conrad's characterization of him, we must recognize certain 
genera 1 developments that modify the narrative. For instance, in 
Lord Jim, Marlow is not nearly as central a figure in the main plot 
of his story as he was in Heart .Qf Darkness. His relationship to Jim 
~ '. 
is similar to his relationship to Kurtz, in the sense that he has 
very little actual contact with either of them, and is profoundly 
affected by both of their stories; but in Lord Jim he is more inter-
ested in telling us Jim's story than his own. In other words, unlike 
Heart .Qf Darkness where we follow Marlow alo_ng the river and back to 
Europe where he tells his lie, our interest in Marlow is in the process 
through which he receives information about Jim, and through whjch 
he constructs a story from that infonnation. As with the other novel· 
the effect ofJim's story on Marlow is '3;-primary thematic concern; 
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and this is revealed in part through the structure of the novel 
itself: 
The importance of the Patna incident lies not in 
· what happened, but in its effect upon Jim, and in 
turn, the whole novel is a study of the effect of 
Jim upon otherso o o oWe are shown the Patna 
incident in fragments as each part adds to the 
effect; the whole event at once would place a 
wrong emphasis, thus the 11 digressive 11 quality and 
structure of the nove 1 a What would be exposition 
in a different kind of novel is actually central 
in Lord Jim" o • oThe principle, the impressionist 1 s 
~iew of a novel as the effects of an affair as well 
as the causes of it, is important in all of Conrad 1 s 
structur~l _devices, Pf6iicularly in his handiing 
of expos1t1on, . . . . . 
•. 
The impressionistic exposition to emphasize effects rather than 
action is only one possible solution to the problems of structure 
in Lord Jim. Innumerable others have been proposed and most can be ,, 
supported by the novel, often because the solutions are very general, 
and u~ually because the complex structure of the book allows for 
such variation. We have noted earlier Baker's suggestion that the 
reader goes through the same reconstructive operation as the Board 
of Inquiry. 107 This is similar to Guerard's feeling that the novel 
forces upon the reader 11 an active, exploratory, organizational· role;,. 
compel[s] him, almost, to collaborate in the writing of the novel. 11108 
The effect upon the reader, then, i~ implicitly central to the novel. 
As an early critic (1920) comments on the difficult structure: 
Mr. Conrad's story seems often to be elicited 
rather than volunteered - sometimes to be. 
positively dragged out of himo The truth is of 
course that h~ does not want you-to be interested -
he i~ not i~terested himself - i~ what happenfog but 1n how ,t happened, and why 1t happened. · 
" ' 
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Still anoth~r critic, Neville Newhouse, goes farther than this to 
say that the breaks in time-sequence are Conrad's method of "condi-
tioning the reader's attitude" toward the characters in the novel. llO 
-This is, on first consideration, a perceptive remark, and I think it 
gives us a starting point for analyzing the structure of Lord Jim. 
Our attitude toward Jim, of course, is controlled for the most 
part by Marlow. But we must take note that for the first four chap-
ters we are told the story by an omniscient, or at least a knowledge-
able narrator. It is only after Marlow has seen Jim at the Inquiry 
that he can assume authority as narrator. Our first encounter with 
Jim is at a point in time when the I.rtiuiry is over and Jim is a water 
clerk. Newhouse says: 
The first glimpse of the immaculate but haunted 
Jim ensures that the tale will be dominated by 
the idea of his disgrace. Conrad wants to leave 
the reader in no doubt that the one thing a man 
must not do is to lose his honour, and the opening 
unforgettable image 1~~ Jim is a very effective way of achieving this end. . 
I think it would be best not to accept or reject this proposition 
until we have examined in some detail the nature of the time-shifts 
in the novel. 
Lord Jim is a novel in retrospect. All ti; in:cidents in the 
plot a~ pieced together-from the recollections of various participants. 
They are presented to us almost completely by a story-teller named 
Marlow who seems to have a personality which invites open-hearted 
confessions by and conversations with other characters. The irregu-
larity of time scheme in the novel stems partly from the differences 
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in point of time at which these conversations have taken place, 
partly to the long spread of time over which Jim is a developing 
character, and partly to Marlow's (Conrad's) skill in maintaining 
curiosity and suspense as a story technique. (It may be necessary 
_to observe _again here that CQnrad often sacrifices the suspense as 
to final outcome of a situation, to mood, by revealing the ending 
before he gives the details of the situation. However, he sub-
stitutes situational mystery with character suspense. 11 In other 
words, 11 Davidson says, 11 Conrad breaks off his narrative at a 
crisis, and· delays an important and exceedingly interesting episode 
until we have already gained a general idea of its outcome and 
tragic effect. 11 112 The persona 1 i ty and weakness and res pons i bil i ty 
of the character.are held in suspension; and these are what we 
are impatient to learn.) 
There are several approaches to be made to the struct~re of 
Lord Jim. One popular approach is to the problem of the break in 
plot between the Patna and Patus an epi so.des: para 11 els can be 
drawn or contrasts can be made. One article, for instance, is 
devoted to the thesis that 11 the Patna episode is informed by the 
assumption that the beliefs men share govern their fate, while the 
Patusan sequence is informed by the possibility that one man's 
imagination can determine his fate." 113 The author of the article 
is not concerned with time shift; but there is a shift in time 
between the two sections, and it is worthwhile considering that 
Conrad may have intended a thematic shift as well. 
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Another approach, and one which deals more clearly with time 
-.. 5-Gheme, is to ·the distortions in chronol_ogy that ·aominate the novel's 
structure. There is obviously a mastery of th.e time.;.inversion 
techniques in Lord Jim~ The most popular critical method is to 
choose only a portion of the book and rearrange the incidents in 
chronological order and then show the extent of the scramble by 
listing the incidents as they qccur in the novel. Davidson, for 
instance, rearranges 11 the first part of Lord Jim, 11 and lists seven 
distinct events in order of time. In the novel the order of these 
events is seven, one, two four, three .... 114 We do not need to 
know the specific events to see the point Davidson is making. 
I believe it would be more fruitful for us to conceive of the 
total novel at once in terms of time-layers or levels, beginning 
with the earliest in time and moving chron~logically forward. With 
these layers we can make a mental graph and see where the peaks and 
valleys are connected in the narrative. I think we can disting~ish 
a dozen separate time layers in Lor.d. Jim: 
(1) Furthest back in time is Jim's early marine training, 
when he had romantic dreams of being a hero, but was already missing 
opportunities~ 
(2). One of the deepest and most central time levels is, of 
course, that of the Patna incident itself. The collision with the 
derelict, the inspection of the bulkhead, and the desertion of the 
ship and her 800 pilgrims by tne crew is pieced to.gether from several 
retrospective and fr_agmented impressions. _We_ gradually learn that 
. 6 .. 2 
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Jim has hesitated in the abandonment, and cannot fully account for 
his jump. 
(3) One of the most important sources of information about 
the Patna is the Inquiry, at which Jim tries to find redemption 
in open confession, but succeeds only in embarrassing the profession 
('as evidenced by Brierly I s suicide). 
(4) Marlow has a long talk with Jim, on the verandah of the 
Malabar House, after he had met him at the Inquiry (from pp. 47-95).* 
-Though this conversation takes place during th~nquiry, I put it 
on a separate level because the Inquiry is referred to as a source 
of information sometimes for testimony other than Jim's. 
(5) Marlow's talk with the French Lieutenant who had towed 
th~ deserted Patna and its pilgrims to port provides us with a 
valuable point of view: the possibility of seeing some justification 
for Jim I s jump. 
(6) Although this last conversation takes place at some time· 
while Jim is a water clerk, I group the three years (p. 91) of Jim's 
wandering together on one level. We drop back to the period Marlow 
had written reconmendations to help get Jim a position. And later 
(chapter 18) we learn of Jim's jumping from one employer to the next 
to escape from the stories that follow him. 
, 
-* Page numbers to this novel·, found in parentheses, will be to: Joseph Conrad, Lord Jim (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1968) [A Norton Critical Edition, Tho~as C. Moser, editor]. 
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(7) To_. give J·im an opportunity to start out with a clean 
-· 
slate, Marlow arr~nges with Stein, the butterfly collector~ to 
send him to Patusan.· Stein·recognizes Jim as a romantic, and 
discusses with Marlow what the best philosophy of life might be: 
. ~ . 
'-'A man that is· born falls into a dream like a man who falls into 
the sea •... The way is to the destructive element submit 
yourself . . . 11 ( p. 130). This notion makes the time level crucial 
to the thematic development of the novel. Within the ambiguity of 
the lines, we might recognize one of Conrad's more subtle time 
images: no exe·rti ons of our own wi 11 can free us from time; we 
must submit to it and use it to our advantage. This could be a 
modification of the abyss image we have seen in other novels. 
(8) The time period during which Jim is at Patusan I think 
can be broken into two levels: (a) Before and including Marlow's 
visit is Jim's rise to Lordship, after an escape scene and a 
power struggle with Sherif Ali. He has achieved a position of 
trust. During Marlow's visit, which takes place about two years 
after Jim has arrived (p. ·148), Marlow talks with Jewel, a girl 
.. 
who wants a promise that Jim will never desert her, and with 
Cornelius, a man who wants to break Jim's influence in Patusan. 
(b) Sometime after Marlow's visit, Captain Brown, the buccaneer, 
arrives for food and water. We move through the Brown sequence 
in almost straight chronol_ogy, from chapter 39 to the end. Brown 
accidentally stumbles on Jim's still-iore.conscience,~and bri~gs 
' about Jim's self-sacrifice. 
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(9) It is soon after his visit to Jim in Patusan that Marlow 
te 11 s his story. As one critic says 11 Marl ow te 11 s most of the 
story before he has any knowle.dge of Jim's ultimate fate - a 
condition which limits his already limited understanding. 11 115 
It is four chapters into the book before we are introduced to 
Marlow the story~teller: 11 Later on, many times, in distant parts 
of the world, Marlow showed himself willing to remember Ji,m 
. . . and with the very first word uttered, Marl ow' s body, extended at rest in the seat9 would become 
very st i 11 , as though his spirit had winged its 
waY- back into the lapse of time and were speaking 
through his 1 ips from the past. (p. 21) · 
.. 
. •. . 
This voice out of the past te 11 s as much of the story as he knows 
from chapters 5 to 35. 
(10) Marlow subsequently receives more complete information 
as to Jim's fate. First he talks with Jim's widow, who has left 
Patusan. And eight months later he talks with the dying Brown. 
(1·1) He now has enough information to conclude the spoken 
(· portion of the story two years later with an epistolary portion. 
Only one man~ of the original listeners, we learn, was ever to learn 
the rest of the story. The letter he receives from Marlow runs 
from chapter 38 through 45. 
(12) The one listener is the. o~igirial narrator who is all-
encompassi.ng as he finally records the story, provides us with 
four chapters of bac.kground information and offers for our inspection 
Marlow's manuscript. 
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Of course, these levels ovetlap. But ·more importantly, we 
are given an illusion of~ great deal more overlappi_ng in the 
structure of the narrative. The jumping that takes place from/ 
level to level is intended to give the impression that each level 
overlaps a 11 the others. They are threaded t_ogether by Marl ow so 
as to create a total effect. As Davidson says: 
Conrad risks clarity of narrative; he makes the book difficult, perhaps unnecessarily so. But at the 
close, the man Jim stands complete in the reader's 
mind. From the various weavings and cross-weavings 
of the narrative one constructs a character 
sympathetically amplified by a thousand connotations 
and associations, just as in real life one gradually builds up the character of a friend from numerous 
loosely associated and non=coherent i~8idents that 
merge into a harmonious conception. 
This is exactly what Ford said the technique was- meant to be. 
These levels are, in general, points in time at w~ich Marlow 
acquires pieces of information. They follow in chronol_ogy the 
story of Jim; but they are disti_nguished by Marlow's contacts with 
that story. Marlow, in talking with a wide variety of characters. 
connected with Jim's tragedy, is a sort of clearing house for 
diverse and .i-ncomplete points of view; or to use Palmer's metaphor, 
these .partial points of view are 11 symbolic mirrors for Marlow along 
his own route of growth. • . • 11 117 Pal mer says the most important 
aspect of Lord Jim's structure is the way Marlow _brings t_ogether 
these points of view: 
Much of the novel's well-known di.gressiveness and disrupted chronology are products of this rhetorical 
necessity; the external chronology of physical fact 
is superseded ¥~1~n inner chronology of psycho-mora 1 i ns_i ght. . 
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r· We receive material, then, at the same pace in which Marlow receives 
and synthesizes it. Each point of view increases his narrative 
authority, and his abi 1 ity to make a more mature judgment. But 
it is interesti~g that the one judgment he originally makes, and 
maintaj.ns thro.ughout the story is that Jim is 11 one of us 11 (pp. 27, 
48, 65, 137, 197, 201 , and 253). 
This is a good place to take up again the suggestion by Newhouse, 
that Conrad uses the broken time sequence to condition our attitudes 
in his novels. I think it is true to some extent, especially in 
other novels. But I think Conrad is working with something different 
in Lord Jim. Quotations from two other critics may be useful here: 
••. the complex manipulation of Conrad's point of 
view: and time sequence ... is yet another attempt to indicate how unreachable Jim's problem iso The 
course of events is gone over again and again, in 
all varieties of chronological order and from all 
varieties of points of viewo Seemingly crucial bits 
of information are added here and there as revelation 
always seems beyond the next turning. But the ~T~rt 
of the matter still remains just beyond grasp. 
Although we build up a very substantial picture of Jim and his story 
and his psychology, we are never certain that we completely ~nder-
stand him. Our sympathy for him interferes with our disapproval: 
we criticize his jump from the Patna and his protection of Brown, 
but ,we pity him for being in the difficult situations. There is no 
single point when we can make a confident judgment. Consider 
another critic's statement: 
The theme of Lord Jim .•. may perhaps be defined 
as the difficulty of distinguishing and. acknowledging 
what Conrad elsewhere ca11·s 11 the humble reality of· 
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thi_ngs 11 [The Shadow-Line],. or con temp 1 ati ng with any 
confidence or comfort those areas of human experience in which judgment in terms of fixed standards seems, 
!n face of the i~Bin human plight, inadequate or 1nappropr1ate. 
The standards in which we believe at the b_eginning of the novel may 
be useless when we begin to -identify with Jim and piece together 
the ambiguities of his situation. Perhaps Conrad did indeed want 
us to begin with a fresh ifupression of Jim as disgrac~d in. his 
loss of honour. But once we are introduced to Marlow, and he takes 
us through the rest of the story, our attitudes toward Jim are 
radically changed, not statically conditioned by an original 
impression, but rehashed, scrutinized, broadened, by a barrage of 
impressions coming from many points of view and points in time. 
Part of the reason that we are not completely confused by 
this barrage, by the jumps from time-level to time-level, is that, 
as in previous novels, Conrad gives us references which describe 
narrative circles, or at least, remind us that we are back where 
we have been before. For instance, there are references to coffee 
cups and liqueur glasses {p. 70, 71 •.• ) scattered throughout the 
pages that are based on the conversation between Jim and Marlow. 
They help to orient us on the verandah while Jim relates his feelings, 
and keep the narrative from getti_ng too disorganized. More sig-
nificant circles might include1 the following: 
(A) There is the glance that Jim and Marl ow excha_nge duri_ng 
the Inquiry. Guerard notes that Marlow's mention of this 
· 
. 121 glance , n chapter· 5 refers us both back an-d forward. 
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We note it first from Jim's point of view (p. 20); then from 
Marlow's point of view (p. 22); then we have it more spe-
cifically pinpointed in th~ court room procedings, juxtaposed 
with Brierly's exasperation at Jim's public confession (p. 43). 
(B) One of the most interesting circles, I think, is 
encompassed between two references to butterflies during 
Marlow's recollection of his visit with Stein. We make a 
sort of figure eight movement in the narrative with three 
references to Stein's intense study of a butterfly. Between 
the first tw-o {p. 124: • • • 11 dark bronze wings 11 and p. 126: 
• • • 
11 bronze sheen of these frai 1 wings. 11 ) we are given some 
of Stein's background: as adventurer, insect collector, and 
business-builder. Then we have a third reference to the 
butterfly's wings: 11The frai 1 and beautiful wings quivered· 
faintly as if his breath had for an instant called back 
to life that gorgeous object of his dreams 11 (p. 128). Between 
the second and third references we have dropped back in time 
to the ambush during which Stein had spotted the magnificent 
insect near a dead man. The shift in time here is made by 
association, an important technique for an impressionist to 
use in his novel. 
The function of these reference. points in time seems to be to 
make connections between the 1 eve 1 s, to weave the· l eve 1 s into a 
narrative whole, to give the reader something to hold on to as he 
' . 
journeys amo_ng widely separated levels. 
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.- 'f. One of several ingenious critical analyses of Lord Jim is 
entitled 11 Pattern in Lord Jim: _One Jump after Another~ 11 In this 
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b·rief essay, A. Grov·e Day says the dominant symbol in the novel is 
11 a man who jumps; 11 122and tie lists most of the instances of jumps 
or allusions to jumps (such as Stein 1 s fall-into-a-dream-and-
submit-speech) in the novel. He further says that the symbol of 
the jump is supported by the structure of the novel: "In particular, 
the structure of the book·is saltatory; Conrad's story seems to 
be leaping back and forth in space and time. 11 123 We can say, then, 
that the jumps from level to level in time are an example of a 
blend of form and substance. 
The use of time in Lord Jim is not limited to shifts among 
historic levels. Time also.plays a significant part in the action 
of the plot, and in the irony of that action: I am thinking of one 
incident in particular: 
He stood still looking at these recumbent bodies, 
a doomed man aware of his fate, surveying the silent 
company of the dead. They were dead! Nothing 
could ~ave them! There were boats enough fot half 
of them perhaps, but there was no time. No time! 
No time! It did not seem worth -while to open his 
lips, to stir hand or foot. {p. 53) 
11 1 The begger clung. to me like a drowning man,' he ~-
said impressiv~ly. 'Water, water!' What water 
did he mean? What did he know? As calmly as I 
could I ordered him to let go. He was stopping 
me, time was pressing, other men began to sti.r; 
I wanted time - time to cut the bo.ats adrift. 11 
( p. 55) 
The incident of course is. after Jim has examined the bulkhead and has 
decided tt may burst at any moment: In the first pass_age he is 
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1 ooki_ng at the eight hundred piJ grims who he expects to be drowned 
since seven life boats will not hold them. In the second passage 
he is telling Marlow of being grabbed by one of the pilgrims who 
is merely thirsty and begs for water. But the pressure of time 
makes Jim associate the mention of water only with the threat of 
drowning: he thinks the man is afraid, not thirsty - just as, 
during the Inquiry when he is sensitive to others' cruel opinions, 
~e will pounce on Marlow when he hears the word Cur: Jim thinks 
it is an insult, not just a reference to an actual dog. In both 
passages the sense of time in an emergency is being expressed; and 
even ·though the pressure is false, Jim must act ·as if it is real. 
Time puts pressure on Jim throughout his life: he is too late 
to get to the boat to help in a rescue during marine training, and 
is unable to te.st his dream of heroism; he is pressured by time, 
he thinks, to leap after the crew, and again betrays his romanticism. 
And for years, it is only a matter of time before Jim's story catches 
up with him and he is forced to move on to new water clerk jobs_ -
until finally, in integrity to himself and the community he has built 
in Patusan, he acknowledges that his time as Lord is finished. 
It is difficult to conceive of any novel's being developed 
differently than through its o~iginal structure. This is especially 
true with a novel like Lord Jim in which the structure is so intri-
cately related to the effectiveness of the theme. If Jim's story 
were not told by Marlow as he_ gradually accumulates points of view, 
we would be deprived its effect on a stimulated consciousness. Were 
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the story told by an omr)iscient narrator in chronol_ogical order, · 
we would lose, not the sympathy we have for Jim, or the sense of 
universality in the tale, but the advantage of observing the · 
formation of that sympathy and that universality. Once Marlow 
says that Jim is 11 one of us 11 our identification with character 
is doubled: we identify both with Jim and with Marlow. Marlow's 
consciousness, like Jim's conscience, is ours. Only gradually, 
as Marlow becomes conscious of the implications of Jim's jump, 
do we too come to see the magnitude of them. We come to see that 
no judgment can be based on one point of view. Nor can it be b~sed 
on one perspective in time. Our interpretation of an event changes 
when we know the complete circumstances of what went before and 
what came after. Marlow succeeds in convinc·ing us of this . 
.. ....,. 
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THE SECRET AGENT 
Conrad was not content to prove that his techniques bf time 
shift were functional only when kept within the bounds of a single 
consciousness-, such as Marlow's. He.was enough of an experimentalist 
to pursue his blend of form and substance without the convenience of 
a controlling narrator. Therefore after finishing Lord Jim, he 
submerged himself in the enormous complexities of Nostromo. Here 
there are, admittedly, instances of material that is narrated by 
·characters in the story. For instance, we learn some of the details 
of the local revolution from Decoud, the editor of the local news-· 
paper who has conceived of Sulaco as an independent state. He 
incorporates the material into a long letter to his sister in Europe. 
We also learn about some of the events from one of the characters 
who has become a tour guide some years after the main events of the 
story, and is recounting them to a tourist in Sulaco. But there is 
no single first-person narrator to hold everything together. Conrad 1 s 
main device is not t~e story-within-a-story, but the pluperfect 
summary, in which a great deal of antecedent history is dramatized 
after we know its consequence. The device is most effective when 
Conrad uses it to emphasize the irony of situation. And irony becomes 
a favorite tone for Conrad, as he uses it again with new sttoctutal 
.. ~-· 
variations in The Secret Agent. (This is not to say that Conrad has 
not used irony in his earlier·novels; but he certainly uses it with 
more intensity in these middle novels.) 
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Perhaps in this phase of his career, Conrad was somewhat -tired 
' 
of working as intimately wi_th his characters as was necessary when 
. -·-, 
he had to maintain the personality of Marlow. Marlow's limited 
consciousness necessarily restricted what Conrad could ascribe to 
his voice. Conrad had origina1ly developed the need for Marlow out 
of the weaknesses in his earlj novels which were omnisciently nar-
rated. But now he must have seen that there were limits also in a 
first person narrator. Regardless, for a couple of novels he adopted 
the pose of omniscience (though he returned again to the first person 
narrator, or editor, in later novels, such as Under Western Eyes, 
The Arrow .Q.f Gold and Chance). This approach let him develop a new 
interval of detachment between himself and his characters. As we 
have seen before, the time shift technique, based on interaction of 
characters, objectivity of narration, and inevitability of situation, 
was appropriate in this detachment, as I think can best be seen in 
The Secret Agent. 
Detachment is the distance an author is able to maintain from 
the character he is writing about. It is also the distance he is 
able to keep between the characters and the reader. T_he reader 
adopts the point of view of the author (in the sense that we know 
as much as he is willing to tell us), unless, of course, that view-
point is intentionally transferred to a narrator (such as Marlow). 
The problem facing the author is in convinci_ngly, even sympathetically, 
presenting his characters while simultaneously insisting on our 
detachment from them. For instance, in The Secret Agent Conrad 
.,.._ 
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. gives us a picture of London, and of the anarchists operating there. 
One critic uses this picture in examining Conrad's handling of the · 
.. problem: 
In content, the novel lets us over the side, as ~ it were, into the London sea of anarchy. Psy-
cho 1 ogi ca 1 ly, such a content is a drive • . . 
The defense is to get back out of that anarchy or 
indolence - as form, the defense becomes all 
Conrad's devices for extricating and distancing 
us from that tempting sea: the dry~ ironic style, 
the shifting of focus from one character to another, 
flashback. Then, drive and defense, content and 
form come together as style and theme of the 124 . . whole. . . . 
The structural form of the narrative creates a balance against the 
chaos being described. This will be more clear as we progress. We 
must be aware only that Conrad, as always, has a special function 
for his time shifts. And the mention of content-and-form's coming 
together suggests that here again Conrad is. striving for a perfect 
blend of the two. 
The successful detachment of both author and reader from the 
,. 
characters allows Conrad to adopt a tone of persistent irony in 
The Secret Agent. The 11 repeated use of time based structural 
ironies to supplement verbal irony11 125 is probably the single most 
outstanding technical· feature of the book: 
••. Conrad's characters, certain in their knowl-
edge of each other, actually are totally ignorant of 
the designs, plans, and thoughts of the people with 
whom they must deal, an12%f the way in which events must shape themselves. 
The reader is reminded of this _ignorance by the shifts in time- and 
point of view. All dramatic irony is at the expense.of the characters; 
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and Conrad progressively increases its intensity. We will take note 
of several instances of such irony as we briefly trace through the 
time structure of the novel. 
,,. 
Time shift in The Secret Agent is basically a result of a 
slight shuffle~of chapters rather than of jumps within the chapters. 
The events of the novel are spread over a period of a month and a 
half, during which a series of confrontations take place between 
different combinations of main characters. Each chapter is developed 
around one, sometimes two, of these meetings. This device allows 
Conrad to give us a precisely controlled revelation of information 
through variation in point of view. 
Chapters one and two are grouped together around the meeting 
between the double agent Verloc and the First Secretary of the [pre-
sumably Russian] Embass_y, Vladmir, at which Verloc is threatened 
with loss of his job if he does not provoke some action and attract 
the attention of the police and the world to the anarchists. The 
two chapters each begin with Verl oc on his way to the office from 
his pornography shop at 10:30 in the morning, an unusual time for 
him to be out. The chapters are separated because chapter one plays 
the functional role of introducing us to Verloc's occupation and 
family .. We drop back in time as early as the childhood of Verloc's 
wife's idiot brother, Stevie, when he showed an interest in fire-
crackers. 
Chapter three is constructed around the evening meeting of the 
anarchists, Michaelis, Ossipon, and Karl Yundt, in Verloc 1 s shop. 
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Stevie overhears their revolutionary discussion and we learn of 
his literal-mindedness when it comes to verbal images of blood and 
heat. 
Verloc too is having reactions to the meeting, especially when 
the word science is used repeatedly. Vladmir has told him to have 
an impact on a science, perhaps,astronomy. Verloc has a very serious 
project on his mind and it makes him sensitive t'o his. loneliness. It 
is through his self-consciousness that we feel the first development 
of a time association: that night Verloc is having difficulty hiding 
his anxiety from his wife. She senses he is not feeling well and 
invites him to bed: 
Mr. Verloc made an effort, finished dressing and 
got into bed. Down below in the quiet narrow street 
measured footsteps approached the house, then died 
away, unhurried and firm, as if the passer-by had 
started to pace, out all eternity, from gas-lamp to 
gas-lamp in a night without end; and the drowsy 
ticking of the old clock on the landing became 
distinctly audible in the bedroom. (p. 59) * 
Time has begun to interfere in Verloc 1s private life; and his rest-
lessness makes him sensitive to any notion of time. 
The above quotation conveniently illustrates one of Conrad's 
writing techniques. We have said before that Conrad often supports 
his themes and characterizations with time imagery. In this case 
his intention of doing so is more obvious than ,usual because the 
bedroom scene was revised to include this specific paragraph. Harold 
. * Page numbers to this novel, found in parenthes.es, will be to: 
Joseph C'onrad, The Secret Agent: fl S.imple Tale (New Yo_rk: Doubleday 
and Company, Inc., 1953) [A Doubleday, Anchor Book]. 
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Davis has'made a study of Conrad's revisions of The Secret Agent 
from the serial version to the finished novel. He says the 
additions are impressionistic: Conrad shows an increased use of 
sensory detail to 11 expand a mood or clarify feelings which had 
previously been just vague suggestions. 11 127 Davis uses the above 
passage as a specific example. The original version had only the· 
first sentence, 11 Mr. Verloc ... got into b'ed. 11 The rest was 
added; and Davis says II it gives the reader Verl oc I s precise frame 
of mind at a crucial point in the book ... and it does so not 
with exposition but with impressionistic description .... They are 
carefully selected sensory impressions which blend together a certain 
exact pattern of feeling. 11 128 Davis also says the revision is 
important for a second reason: it relates several symbols to the 
whole novel, such as the ticking of the clock, 11 so fundamental to 
the theme of time; 11 and the gas .lamps, 11which flare in every important 
scene with their artificial corrupting light. 11 129 It is essential 
that we understand that Conrad's time images can have this much 
weight. 
We have another consideration of time in the next chapter, when 
we have leaped ahead one month, and Ossipon and the Professor are 
discussing the morning's explosion near the Greenwacb Observatory 
(in which Stevie - though no one but Verloc knows it is him - has 
been blown to pieces). The Professor, who had made the bomb, gives 
a technical explanation of what might have gone wrong. He calls 
the bomb 11 a combination of time and shock" (p. 73). His hypothesis 
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is that the· man carrying the bomb -
· •.. screwed the top on tight, which would make the 
connection, and then forgot the time. It was set for 
twenty minutes. On the other hand, the time contact 
being made~ a sharp shock would bring about the· 
explosion at once. He either ran the time too close 
or simply let the thing fall. (p. 73) 
This is the theory· of a man who has patiently spent his life in what 
Stallman calls a 11 quest to the perfect detonator - one which doesn't 
go off at the w,rong time. 11 130 A man has just been blown to bits 
by a bomb that, for some reason, went off a-t the wrong time; and 
the connection is emphasized between that accident and the Professor's 
sense of strength and freedom in carrying a bomb with him to destroy 
himself and others should the immediate need arise~ This Professor 
is ironically contrasted first with Stevie, since he plans to do to 
himself what Stevie did accidentally - which invites Stallman's 
comment that II it is he, rather than the idiot Stevie, who represents 
madness personified. 11 131 He is also contrasted ironically with 
Verloc, since he can annihilate time by destroying himself whereas 
" Verloc has the more difficult project of annihilating time by de-
stroying the Observatory that keeps track of time. This nameless 
Professor is probably the most symbolic character in the book, as he 
represents a breed of human absurdity. 
The day of the blast is the occasion for several meetings. In 
chapter five the Professor confronts Chief Inspector Heat on the 
street. Heat has been investigating the blast and is not prepared 
for, or interested in a meeting with· the Professor at the moment. 
We drop back to learn what Heat has been doing since morni~g: He 
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-" has seen his superior, the Assistant Commissioner, and received the 
unexpected news of the blast, and recalled his claim that he had 
his eye on every anarchist - though there are 11 sudden holes in space 
' and ti me 11 ( p. 80) in which anything can happen. He~t is obligated 
~ 
to inspect the remains of the blast victim, and ·he finds the clue 
to his identity. 
.p 
It is not important for the reader to question Conrad's use of 
this -.plot device: the discovery of the pi~ce of addressed cloth 
/ 
(which identifies Stevie's residence as Ve~loc's home) is n6t the 
climax of the story. We are interested in the irony of Verloc's 
failure, not in the investigator's competence. There are at least 
two ironies incorporated into this address label, based on the facts 
that it has been sewn into the coat by Winnie, Stevie's sister and 
Verloc 1 s wife·; and that Winnie does it so anyone who finds him lost 
can send him home; and that Verloc does not know about it and is 
implicated because of it. Stallman s.ays 11 it is at once the emblem 
of Verloc 1 s betrayal of humanity and the emblem of Winnie's fidelity, 
devotion, and 1 ove for a human being. 11 132 The 1 abe 1 represents, 
simultaneously, Winnie's concern.for the welfare of her idiot brother, 
and Ve~loc 1 s lack of concern, even cruelty. The second irony arises 
out of the first. Spector says Verloc 1s destruction is due, in part, 
--11 
to 11 his unquestioning acceptance of her [Winnie's] assurance that 
Stevie will not get lost in following him ... 11133 Verloc has not 
inquired why an idiot like Stevie ~ight not get lost. It is because 
the label inside his coat identifies Verloc 1 s home as his [S,tevie's] 
residence if someone should find Stevie wandering around lost. It 
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·- al:s9 indentifies Ver1o·c 1 s home as the residen·ce of the blast victim. 
on·ce Inspector Heat finds this clue, the novel's irony is suddenly. 
intensified: 
Before we know the facts of the explosion [says Karl]~ 
before we even know Verloc's part in it, the police 
are ready to interrogate him .. Through a subtle time-
shift technique9 the whole stupidity of Verloc 1 s 
fumbling action is pointed up; and without any verbal 
comment, Con.rad has, by means of the very structure 
of the novel, 1~4imated the irony inherent in the 
bomb attempt. 
The time-shifts in The Secret Agent, as we said before, are not ·very 
complicated; but they are sufficient to sustain the immense irony. 
During his analysis of the remai~s, Heat's imagination gets 
the best of h.im for a moment when he associates time with pain: 
11 The man, whoever he was , had died instantaneously; and yet· it 
seemed impossible to believe that a human body could have reached 
that state of disintegration without passing through pangs of 
i nconcei vab le agony 11 ( p. 82). Heat, for a moment, rises above II the 
vulgar conception of time. 11 He has 11 evolved a horrible notion that 
(J 
ages of atrocious pain and mental torture could be contained between 
two successive winks of an eyell (p. 82). This sense of the com-
pression of experience in time helps to suggest the relativity of 
time among different characters. We see this relativity again in 
the scene of Verloc's murder. 
The flashback to Heat's reflections on time as he examines 
Stevie's remadris, interrupts the meeting of_Heat and the Professor. 
But when we, return to it, the Professor I s threat· to bl ow them· both to 
pieces is so vivid for Heat that he is extra careful in what he says. 
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-The meeti_ng in chapter six between Heat and the Assistant.· 
Commissioner, in which a lack of departmental cooperation is evident, 
follows chronologically on chapter five. But within the chapter we 
le:arn of significant relationships as we jump back seven years to 
Heat's earl.ier associations with Verloc· {p. 113 - 16), when Stott-
Wartenheim was ambassador. And we learn of the Assistant Conmis-
sioner's associations with Lady Mabel~ ~_woman who happens to be the 
patroness of Michaelis, an ex-prisoner and proclaimed anarchist. 
The Corrmissioner is disturbed at the connection Heat makes between 
Michaelis .and the blast; and this disturbance becomes a reference 
point in time within the chapter. (The disturbance is referred to 
on pages 93, 99, and 100.) 
Chapter seven follows immediately with the Commissioner's meeting 
with the Secretary of State, Sir Ethelred, in which he receives 
permission to come out from behind his desk and do some footwork. 
Chronologically chapter seven is followed by the last half of 
chapter nine at which time the Commissioner takes Verloc for a walk. 
But chapter eight interrupts the sequence and takes us back to some· 
time during the month before the blast. Mrs. Verloc's mother is on 
her way to the almshous.e. The chapter is most important in its devel-
opment of Stevie's character. He is hyper-sensitive to pain and 
suffering of humans and animals. He protests ~gainst the whipping of 
the horse pulling the carriage. Of course, the reader is being 
prepared for the irony that this peaceable you~g man is the one who 
has already, in the novel's structure, been violently destroyed. 
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During the chapter we al s6L11ave a return into the narrative of 
Mr. Verloc after almost one hundred pages (pp. 61 - 148). Of course, 
> 
as Karl says, even though we see h,im very little, ''he is ever-
present through indirect references and through sequences of events 
that are constructed about him. 11 135 We now· see him prior to the 
--· blast, planning to go to the continent. Ten days pass before, in 
chapter ten, Verloc allows Stevie to come on his evening walks 
(during which he has been trying to think of a way to satisfy 
Vladmir, and not endanger his own security). Several more days pass 
(p. 158) and Stevie is taken out to Michaelis' place in the country. 
Then we are back on the day of the Greenwich blast. 
The reference point of the Assistant Commissioner's turned-
up collar and twisted moustache {pp. 128 and 166) help connect 
the chronology of the chapters. The Commissioner as we have noted, 
takes Verloc for a walk. Meanwhile, in another example of lack 
of cooperation, Heat arrives to ask Verl oc the sam_e questions as 
the Conmissioner is asking. While waiting for Verloc, he shows 
Mrs. Verloc the patch of cloth; she recognizes it and soon overhears 
the confession of her ·husband to Heat. 
Chapter ten, again,\ interrupts the chronology slightly by dropping 
back to follow the Commissioner after his talk with Verloc. He 
I reports to the Secretary of State, then goes to a party at Lady 
Mabel's and confronts Vladmir with what he knows. 
Chapter eleven b~gins where nine leaves off. It is a perfect 
chapter in which man and wife face each 'Other~ and Conrad effectively. 
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shifts points of view between them. We learn of Verloc's sense of 
fai·lure and his placement of blame on the embassy. Simultaneously, 
Winnie believes that her husband took Stevie away and had him murdered. 
We have a few sl_ight time shifts to fill in background and development 
of mood: Verloc had 11 calculated with correct insight on Stevie's 
instinctive loyalty and blind dff·-scretion 11 '{p. 195). But there were 
things he had not foreseen. And Winnie thinks she was naive to have 
thought of the two men wa 1 king away as father and son. The phrase is 
, 
repeated to-connect that time_with her present state of mtnd ·(pp~ 157 
and 201 ) • ..i-
The shifts in point of view are also effectively used in illus-
trating sensation of time. Winnie takes advantage of a situation as 
her husband lies on. the couch beckoning her to him, and stabs him with 
a carving knife. We feel the consummation from Verloc's point of 
• view: 
e He saw partly on the ceiling and partly on the wall the 
. _ moving shadow of an arm with a clenched hand holding a 
carving knife. It flickered up and down. Its move-
ments were leisurelyo They were leisurely enough for . Mr. Verloc to recognize the limb and the weapon. {p. 215) 
The phrase, 11 They were 1 ei surely enough, 11 is repeated severa 1 times in 
the next paragraph, and Stallman says this gives the passage an 11 effect 
of slow speech, 11 and is ·a 11 prose representation of slow time. 11 136 
Time is lagging for Mr. Verloc; but he is unable to act: 11 They [the 
movements] were leisurely eno_ugh for him to take in the full meaning 
.. , 
. __ ,. 
of the portent. • ..• But they were not lei surely eno_ugh to a 11 ow Mr. 
Verl oc the time ·to move either hand or foot 11 (p. 216). 
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We also have a description of time as it is sensed by Mrs. 
Verloc .... Winnie is not a natural murderer, and the incident gives 
1-
her both a sense of freedom and a sense of horror. While specific 
points in time have been mentioned for the reader as we follow various 
characters through the evening, Winnie only now becomes suddenly 
conscious of time, or something resembling time: 
She had become aware of a ticking sound in the room. 
It grew upon her ear, while she remembered clearly 
that the clock on the wall was silent, had no audible 
tick ... Its face indicated ten minutes to nine. 
Mrs. Verloc cared nothing for time, and the ticking 
went on .... She strained her hearing to locate the 
sound .... Dark drops fell on the floor cloth one 
after another, with a sound of ticking growing fast 
and furious like the pulse of an insane clock .... (p. 217) 
The association made unwillingly between time and blood forces Winnie 
eventually to think of her own death. 11 For the first time in her 
life ,1' Sta 11 man says, 11 she is made aware of time. 11 137 
... she looked up mechanically at the clock. 
She thought it must have stopped. She could not 
believe that only two minutes had passed since she 
had looked at it lasto •.• She seemed to have 
heard or read that clocks and watches always 
stopped at the moment of murder for the undoing 
of the murderer. She did not care. (p. 220) 
She is resolved to jump off of a bridge rather than be arrested and 
hanged. Time seems to have been in suspension for both the murderer 
and her victim. 
In chapter twelve (which b_egins approximately where chapter four 
ends, with Ossipon's plans to approach Winnie) Ossipon meets Mrs. 
Verloc in the dark. She is desperately afraid of the gallows and 
will do anythi_ng for help. The irony is. superb when Ossipon is 
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talking of Verloc a~ if he were dead (i.e. in the explosion), leading 
Winnie to think.Ossipon knows more than he does about Stevie and her 
murder of Verloc. He offers to help her, but he wants-no connection 
· with a murdering woman, which he discovers she is when he sees Verloc 
-. 
dead. He takes·her money and leaps from .the train just as it is 
-1eaving. This is at 10:30, the same time that ends chapter ten. 
·-Ch apter thirteen follows ten days later with a meeting between 
Ossipon and the Professor. Ossipon is carrying an old newspaper 
which reports the drowning of a woman in the Channel. It is through 
his imagination that we learn of Winnie 1s final moments of despair. 
The phrase that keeps running through Ossipon's mind, 11 This act 
·of madness or despair, 11 is only the last of a large number of repe-
titions in the novel. It follows soon upon the phrase that is 
reverberating within Mrs. Verloc 1 s mind, 11T:he drop given was fourteen 
feet. 11 There are·important repetitions of detail behind this: the 
carving knife is often noted and becomes a motif which 11 culminates 
" 
in the murder scene. 11 138 We are often told of Stevie's habit of 
forgetting addresses. There is the repeated phrase "Put out the 
1 i ght, 11 (echoing Othe 11 o) which ends chapte"s three and eight, and is 
the instruction Winnie gives to Ossipon before he discovers the dead 
Verloc. The repetitions in the novel-, both verbal and scenic, are 
not always used as reference points in time. But they are often 
used in suggesting the passing of time, or the buildi_ng of suspense 
and tension. 
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One of the central re~~titions is that of St~vie's habit of 
drawing circles. Mrs. Verloc is thinki~g of this duri~g her last 
talk with her husband: 
l 
Mrs. Verloc was sitting in the place where poor 
J Stevie usually establ.ished himself qf an evening 
with paper and pencil for the pastime of drawing 
those coruscations of innumerable circles 
suggesting chaos and eternity. (p. 196) 
Robert Stallman has built a very neat thesis around Stevie's circles. 
He links together the theme of time, Verloc's mission, Stevie's 
habit, and the design of the book - all in a single theory: 
What has eluded Conrad's critics of The Secret 
·Agent is the simple fact that all time - legal 
time, civil time, astronomical time, and Universal 
time - emanates from Greenwich Observatory and 
that Verloc 1 s mission, in the intended bombing 
of Greenwich Observatory, is to destroy Time Now, 
Universal Time, or Life itselfo o o oFrom 
Greenwich zero terrestial longitudes are 
reckoned, and what are those when mapped but 
concentric circles? [I believe it is in measuring 
latitude that we get concentric circles; in 
longitude all circles intersect at the poles. -
But I don 1 t think that alters Stallman's point.] 
Stevie, Winnie Verlocns brother spends his time 
drawing 11 circles, circles, circles .•• 11 139 
Stallman proceeds to support his statement that 11 Stevie 1 s circles 
diagram the design of the book, 11 140 by illustrating the 11 insularity 11 
of the characters and noting the various forms of repetition in the 
novel. He makes this summary: 
The theme of.The Secret Agent has to do with time -
the destruction and confusion of time itself; the 
confused chronology of narrated events, by their 
disarrangement from time, effects a structure 
· which ;·s at one with the theme. 141 
.Stallman has a very solid a_rgument; and I am inclined to accept it 
... , . -
in_ general , because it confonns so conveni e .. ntly with the theory· we 
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.. have been tracing through several novels, that Conrad was con-
sistently working toward a perfect blend in form and substance. 
Conrad succeeds, in The Secret Agent, in finding a time shift 
technique that is compatible with his theme and his torie. As he 
said in one letter, he conceived the book as 11 a sustained effort in 
142 ironical treatment of a melodramatic subject;" or, as a critic 
said, 11 The ironic mode ... has the essential function of creating 
aesthetic distance between Conrad and the raw spectacle which he is 
contemplating." 143 Conrad uses time shift to help maintain irony; 
and he uses irony to help maintain detachment. The Secret Agent is 
one of Conrad's best books and one in which he seems to have 
approached, as nearly as possible, a perfect blend; and without the 
use of Marlow. But in his later novels, Conrad returns to the use 
of a narrator or editor to help account for his time shifts. 
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CONCLUSION 
One of the most persistent debates in Conrad criticism concern~ 
the quality of severa 1 of Conrad's -1 as t nove 1 s, especially Chance 
(i913), The Arrow .Qf Gold (1919), and Th·e Rescue (which poses the . 
special problem of having been written over a stretch of more than 
twenty years). The range of critical appraisal lies between the 
extremes of seeing the last novels as evidence of a decline in 
Conrad's abilities, and of seeing them as evidence of continued 
experimentation and development in Conrad's art. Thomas Moser, a 
prime spokesman for the 11 Achievement and Deel i ne 11 school, says 
.•. the productions of Conrad's last years are 
virtually without a redeeming feature. They reveal 
that Conrad has exhausted his creative energy .... 
Even more seriously, the last novels show that 
Conrad has fi9\\lY lost control of the basic tools 
of his craft. 
The other extreme might be surrmed up by Davidson, al though he is -
speaking particularly of the time-inversion technique: 
In Conrad's later novels the inversive method is 
used with more restraint and perhaps greater 
effectivenesso It has more of the concealed 
method of the greatest art; it does not~ as a 
method obstreperously draw attention to itself. 145 
There is a sense of moderation here; the 11perhaps 11 is Davidson's 
signal of hesitation. No critic has yet attempted to state and 
support the thesis that Conrad's las't novels are as good in al 1 
respects as his earlier,novels. There are definitely more 
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weaknesses of structure and character in the later·novels, after 
Under Western Eyes. But, as most critics seem to feel, these weak-
nesses do not make the novels complete failures. 
As one example of the variety in critical reaction to these 
novels, we might consider, what has been said about Chance. 11 The 
most striking feature of Chance, 11 says Palmer, 11 is the return of 
Marlow as narrator ...• 11 146 And Davidson says, 11 It is in Chance 
• • . that ~e find the ~ plus ultra of the inversive technique. 11 147 
The two statements are related because it is through Marlow that 
this technique is pushed to its . limits. . Davidson says 11 Marl ow is 
the astute weaver 11 of "seven distinct narratives. 11 148 Conrad seems 
to have intended to make Chance a virtuoso attempt at pushing time-
shift to its ultimate possibilities. But its effectiveness is 
. questionable. Henry James, for instance, offers the famous, but 
dubious praise that Chance "places Conrad absolutely alone as a 
votary of the way to do a thing that shall make it undergo most· 
. 149 doing. 11 · But James makes this qualification: 11 The claim for 
method in itself ... would be somehow less lighted if the diffi-
culties struck us as less consciously, or call it even less wantonly, 
invoked. 11 15'0 This quali.fication is emphasized by other critics, 
such as Hewitt, who says the 11 shape 11 of Chance is external: 11 it 
arises from no inn~r organization or necessity; it is in no way 
connected with the spiritual and psychological issues involved. 11 151· 
This is a very serious criticism., in light of what we have said· 
of Conrad's pursuit of a perfect blend of form and substance. But 
_·., 
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it is also made by other critics; Karl, for example, thinks that 
in Chance 11method tends to innundate subject matter. 11 lSe 
I believe the criticism against the self-conscious, conspicuous, 
over-worked technique in Chance is justified. If Conrad's purpose 
is similar to that in Lord Jim, of reminding us that the truth can 
only be detennined thr·ough a number of points of view, he could have 
convinced the reader through a less intricate approach. The quantity 
of time-shifts and points of view should be in more direct proportion 
to some other purpose in the novel. 
Technique, of course, shoul·d not be the only consideration in 
evaluating a novel. But with a novelist like Conrad, in whose work 
technique is a primary emphasis, the artistic success of a novel 
cannot be ascertained-without that consideration. Method in Chance 
. 
seems to be employed for its own sake. But this does not mean that 
Conrad has forgotten his pursuit of the perfect blend. The on-
going quest has merely been temporarily side-tracked. 
Earlier we quoted Moser's blanket statement that there is no 
redeeming feature in Conrad's last work. Moser attributes this 
failure to a change in Conrad's view of the world, which was appar-
ently more affirmative than it had been. The result is a series of 
novels which do not meet the standards set by the earlier novels. 
For instance, Moser says Chance is less complex than Lord Jim or 
Nostromo. "Its apparatus of several narrators and seeming time 
shifts makes it superficially complex, but in fact, the machinery 
153 does little more than irritate the reader. 11 · · Stra_nge ly enough, 
,, 
····. 
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this complaint about irritation sounds very much like the earliest 
-critical receptions of Lord ~m and Nostromo. But in contrast to 
his performance in those nove 1 s, ·con rad does not seem to have used 
time-shift to his advantage in Chance. 
W~ might be able to give Moser some argument howev~r when it 
comes to The Arrow of Gold, another one of the later novels which 
------
critics have dismissed as products of Conrad's fatigue. Moser· 
says: 11 In reading The Arrow of Gold-we perhaps react first to its 
------
radical lack of form. It has virtually no center of interest, no 
basic conflict to be resolved, no climax toward which to move. 11 ·154 
This is a rather sweeping criticism; it allows for no discrimination 
between degrees of success. 
fied by the novel itself. 
I do not think it is completely jus~i-
\ 
A more reasonable estimate of The Arrow of Gold is made by 
Palmer who believes that the novel 11 extends the technical methods 
evolved in the earlier fiction." 155 He is not so imperceptive as 
not to see that the novel has its faults; but he is able, at the 
. same time, to see that it is not a complete failure: "The Arrow 
of Gold has its defects, but a broad lack of structure is not one ---
of them; and criticism of this novel on the whole has not analyzed 
. Conrad's intentions or techniques sufficiently to isolate those 
defects." 156 It is our purpose here, not to isolate the defects, 
but to analyze the intentions and techniques. 
In tenns of time shift complexity, The Arrow .Qf Gold is a return 
to Conrad's earliest novels: there are three or four essential 
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flashbacks, and some occasional background notes or references; 
there is nothing at all like the complications in Lord Jim, 
Nostromo, or Chance. But I think this novel cannot be mistaken as 
an early novel because the use of the few time-shifts is superior 
to that in Almayer 1 s Folly or~ Outcast Qi the Islands. Time-
shift now makes a distinctive contribution to the novel's theme 
and development, as I hope to demonstrate. 
Other critics have ventured into such an argument. Davidson, 
for one, says that although the inversive technique in Arrow plays 
a subordinate part, it has the important function of presenting 
-th~ character of Rita, the repressed and overprotected heroine; 
and the time-shifts help to pace the novel as . 
. • • they dip backward in point of time in inverse 
ratio to the increase of his [George's] interest in 
Rita and to the development of the romantic mood 
which her influence diffuseso That is, the more 
Monsieur George becomes interested i'n Rita, the 
deep~r d~ t~e revelations go and th~ more personal 
and 1ntr1gu1ng are the accou~ts. 157 . 
This relationship of the flashback to Rita, and to George's growing 
interest in her, is very similar to Palmer's reading: · 
From a starting point of mere historical circum-
stance, the reader is led through an outer periphery 
of more=or-less reliable reports about the legendary 
Rita de Lastaola toward the woma, herself, and 
finally!) at the novel's end15~o the consunmation of George O s passion. . . . · · 
Palmer goes further than Davidson in applying his thesis to the book 
and makes George's connection with the flashbacks somewhat more 
clear: George, as narrator, expresses himself occasionally with 
11 romantic cliches and v_ague perqe;ptions. 11 These, Palmer says, 
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11 are elements of just that chivalric innocence his experience is 
designed· t·o destroy; and the book_.'s esthetic clutter is there, partly 
to stand in tension with the clearer truths he is to discover by 
the end. 11 159 
Neither Davidson nor Palmer go into much detail to support 
their statements. But both critics use the word 11 romantic 11 in 
their attempts to detennine the function of time-shift in The Arrow 
of Gold. I think I can begin with this in building up my own thesis 
about the novel - that George begins as a romantic dreamer, but 
gradually matures to the point where he is not only freed from 
this romanticism, but can assume authority over other romantics. 
The maturing process involves George's becoming so familiar with 
· the people and situations which he has heard about from other 
characters, in flashback narrative, that he is able to see their 
true, commonplace reality. 
Th~ George we meet at the beginning of the novel romanticizes 
anything that involyes adventure or danger. The flashbacks, most 
of which occur at the b_egi nni ng of the navel , are made up genera 1 ly 
of infonnation given to George by Mills and Captain Blunt, who 
introduce names and events into George's imagination. The first 
flashback, in chapter one, is to George's first meeting with Mil ls. 
He is impressed by meeting someone who has actually been in a 
shipwreck. (George himself will eventually survive a shipwreck •. ) 
He is then impressed by meeting Blunt~ a man who lives by the 
sword. (He later learns that Blunt has a mother who wants him 
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to rebuild the family reputation by marrying Rita.) Then he hears ··-....._,,, 
about Rita, a woman whri has a vast amoury~ of political influence 
and had to be escorted by Blunt out of Spain.· (But he comes to 
learn that Rita is not really dedicated to a political cause; 
that she has been manipulated into her position.) George's eyes 
open wide when he learns that Rita's own sister is Blunt's land-
lady. (Therese, he discovers, mistreats her sister, and is far 
from being a romantic figure.) And George's head begins to swim 
when he is invited to meet Rita in person (p. 60).* (The whole 
novel concerns what George comes to learn about the frigid Rita.) 
In a later flashback (Part III, chapter one) George hears about 
a boy named Jos~ who had been Rita's childhood suitor. (George 
protects Rita from Jos, in a climatic scene.) 
The story proper is constructed within a perfect twelve month 
cycle. It begins on a carnival night in Marseilles, and ends 
exactly a year later. Within that time we see George's initiation 
into reality. The story begins in .Blunt' s apartment and ends in 
the same room. But George has changed. He· has met and gotten 
involved with most of the people he has heard about. He has seen 
them as real people, not as romantic figures. He has experienced 
many of the things he had only known in dreams. The flashbacks have 
become part of his own ·'··personal background. And George has grown 
up; he has shed at least some of his romanticism • 
. Page numbers to this novel, found in parentheses, will be to: Jo.seph Conrad, The Arrow .Qf_ Gold: fl s_ to)y[Between Two ~otes, (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., Inc., 1968 The Norton Library]. 
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Of course, we do not see George ·every day for that year. He 
tells us only of several important days, that are separated by his 
secret expeditions. Actually, there is a conspicuous lack of scenes 
reporting" the excursions. We are told that they are dangerous, but 
the danger is de-emphasized. We have one flashback (Part III, chapter 
two) in which George talks with Dominic about motives during a 
mission; and we later learn of sever~l volleys that are fired at 
the boat; and finally that the boat is wrecked. But these runs 
involve large chunks of time over which we jump. First we skip 
over the scene in which Rita persuades George to join the Carlists: 
' -Part II, chapter four begins four hours after chapter three. Within 
ch~pter four we jump a month and a half of preparation, and the next 
day he sets sail. In Part III, chapter one, he has returned from 
~-· t_he first trip. Then in chapter two, we learn it is before the third 
expedition (p. 125); we hear nothing about a second. In chapter 
three he has returned from the third trip. One. hundred pages later, 
Part V, chapter one, within half a paragraph, he gets on board to 
leave and has returned after an extremely successful trip {p. 229). 
Three months pass, and in chapter three, we have the shipwreck, 
about the circumstances of which we learn very little. 
Obviously, Conrad wants us to concentrate on George's moti-
,., 
vation and not on the expeditions themselves. His relationship 
with Rita is more important than the actual risks he takes for her, 
We have said before that time-shifts and time jumps are often 
·used by Conrad to alter t~e emphasis in a narrative from action 
.J-.--. 
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to character, and from suspense to mood. And this seems to be true 
in The Arrow of Gold. We have also said, in considering other books, 
that Conrad often supplements time scheme with time imagery. This, 
too, I think Conrad is continuing in The Arrow .Qf Gold. Perhaps 
the ~mage pattern supporting it is only obliquely related to time, 
but I think Conrad structured this novel carefully around a youth 
and age contrast, in which 11 children 11 relate to other 11 children, 11 
,. 
and 11 children 11 grow into 11 parent 11 figures. It is Rita who is con-
stantly the child character; and it is George who develops from 
being her playmate to being her father-figur~. Obviously I am 
. de-emphasizing the sexual connotations of the novel; but I think I 
can support the theory with internal evidence. Palmer may have 
perceived a similar'concept when he wrote that 11 in the novel's final 
scene he [George] begins to reach toward an 'assurance I and I authority' 
in his dealings with Rita, and is ready' to be freed. 11 l 60 But Palmer 
does not elaborate to any great extent. 
ambiguous word, to say the least. 
And "authority" is an 
1 •.•• 
Rita is the most paradoxical figure in the story - at least 
from the standpoint of the other characters. It seems that everyone 
makes some sort of general statement about her which pivots on the 
painter Henry Allegre's first aesthetic praise, when explaining his 
choice of the peasant girl Rita as his model: 11 Perhaps it is because 
I saw in that woman something of the women of all time" {p. 28). 
' Henry is aware that Rita is j:n some sense a timeless woman, unlimited 
by the past or present or passing of time. But Henry is neither 
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husband nor father to Rita. He sees ih her only aesthetic possi-
bilities; and when he dies, she is thrust into the world as unaware 
as an infant. He has over-protected her, and she is not ready to 
face the forces of the real world. It is the_ bar hostess, Madame 
L~onore who sees the truth about Rita: she warns George that Rita 
11 is both flesh an,d shadow . . . she is for no man 11 ( p. 135). Madame 
L~onore is a mother-fi~ure, especially to George's ftiend Dominic. 
She says, "you men never grow up 11 {p. 90); and she knows enough about 
women to identify Rita's type. She is much different from the mother 
that Mrs. Blunt is to her own son. Although Mrs. Blunt echoes 
All~gre's praise of Rita being a woman of all time (p. 181), her 
only interest is in exploiting Rita as a_way to wealth and status. 
Even Rita I s own sister, Therese, does not adopt her and rai.se her. 
She too takes advantage of Rita's wealth. The closest thing Rita 
has to a mother is her maid, Rose. Rose says that "madame is like 
a child11 (p. 152), and says that she has no friends. But Rose does 
not fulfill a parent role; she cannot pace Rita's experience in the 
world. 
George gives his version of Allegre's praise when he sees Rita 
on the couch in Blunt's room near the end. 11 She was that which is· 
I 
to·be contemplated to all infinity11 (p. 288); but Rita herself soon 
counteracts that with the satiric line that 11 a doctor once told me 
that I was made to last forever 11 (p. 298). George still tells her 
that she is 11 all the women in the world11 - at least until he projects 
himself into Jose's mind and twists the phrase into· 11 all mankind 
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had possessed that woman 11 (p. 310). This last statement is in direct 
:·· ',' , 
contrast tb Madame Leonore's pronouncement. 
But George has Rreviously pinpointed Rita's paradox. At one 
i··,1 
point he tells her: 11 Don't be childish .•• You give one, with a 
·perpetual and intense freshness, feelings and sensati ans that are 
as old as the world i tse 1 f_. . . . . 11 ( p. 223). Here is a woman who 
can act childish, yet be fresh and eternal all at the same time. 
It is with this woman that George establishes a relationship 
I 
·-·~hich develops as he seems to age with experience~ 
.,. -._ 
George is very conscious of his youth. As he ~seating lunch 
r----
wi th Mill~ Blunt, and Rita in the beginning, he sees himself as a 
castaway -
•.• the savage, the simple innocent child of nature. 
Those people [Mills, Blunt, and Rita] were obviously 
more civilized than I was Cl • • • Naturally! I was 
still so young! And yet I assure you that just then 
I lost all sense of inferiority ...• Looking at Dona 
Rita ..•.. ~I~felt no longer alone in my youth ..•. 
. That woman was revealed to me young, younger than 
anybody I had ever seen, as young as myself ... 
(p. 70). 
It is not long before Rita and George have a childhood, playmate 
type of relationship. George repeatedly says 11we were often like a 
pair of chi 1 dren, 11 and he begins to label Rita I s gestures as child-
1 i ke: 11 She shook her head innocently as a child would do 11 (p. 201). 
She spoke "very much as a chi 1 d might have spoken" ( p. 211). Her 
head was ~almost childlike in the freshness of detail • • • II { P • 288) • 
But George too is still a child. When Rose says that Rita is 
not happy, he is not sure how to detect unhappiness: 11 I di dn I t know 
what I should see; but in·what I did see there was nothing startli_ng, 
"~ 
... ~ ... 
' 
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at any·rate from that nursery point of view which apparently I had 
. . 
not yet outgrown" {p. 144). Soon after, he is imagining to himself 
having Rita go orr one of the expeditions with him. The ~icture in 
his mind is 11coloured and simple like an illustration to a nursery-
book tale of two venturesome children's escapade" {p. 149). And 
again he says, "The only moments of relief I could remember were when 
she and I would start squabbling like tw~ passionate infants in a 
nursery" ( p. 163). 
But George has begun to change from the point that Rita asks 
him to leave after crying on his shoulder, upset by Captain Blunt. 
(Blunt is frustrated that she will not respond to him.) When George 
goes to see Marquis de Villanel to discuss his mission he is told he 
is very young, and he retorts sayi_ng, 11 if your Excellency prefers 
it I will return in, say, seven years' time when I may perhaps be 
old enough to talk about grave matters'.' {p. 250). George knows that 
number of years is not the only thing to use in dividing youth and 
age. He knows exactly what his motives are and he does not want them 
confused with politics. · 
Although George says of his shipwreck that the vessel was 11 broken 
and gone like the only toy of a lonely child11 {p. 256), the phrase may 
be a statement, not that he is a child who has lost a t.QJ; but that, 
;,.,1, 
having lost his only toy, he is no longer a child. He reports that 
he can no longer serve the Carlists, and he plans to write Rita a 
farewell letter. But before his break becomes final, he becomes in-
volved with Jose Ort_ega and he is forced to assume adulthood. In 
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taking Jose to the street of the Consuls to the apartment house, 
he "took Senor Ortega by the hand and led him along, unresisting, 
".'. 
like a chi l d11 ( p. 278). Jose is the final fi·gure George must meet, 
about whom he has heard in flashback material. Jose" is a character 
out of Rita's childhood: he was the predecessor of George as Rita's 
playmate. He has come back to haunt her with her promises of marriage 
made long ago. George takes it upon himself to protect Rita from 
this man. He has heard the story of Rita, of the days when Jos~ 
would trap her in a cave, bombard her with stones, and refuse to 
l~t her out until she had sworn to marry him ("Thirty times a month 
for two months" [p. 113]). Now George is to witness a re-enactment 
of the scene. In a stroke of pure unity on Conrad's part, George 
finds himself trapped in a room with Rita while Jose is outside 
·pounding the door and demanding that Rita marry him. George sees 
the comedy in it; and Rita connects the two scenes with the phrase 
"eyeryday for two months 11 (p. 319) • 
. 
George and Rita endure Jose's fury; and once Jose has wounded 
himself, George becomes the completed father-figure when he lifts 
Rita off the ground and she catches him "round the neck as any child 
almost will do instinctively when you pick it up 11 {p. 331). And he 
takes her upstairs to his room. 
The next day~ after·Rita has slept all night on his shoulder, 
she does not want to be seen in the day light after what has happened. 
George says: 11 I sat there stupid with surprise and grief. This was 
no longer the adventure of venturesome children in a nursery-book. 
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A grown man's bitterness, informed, suspicious, resembling hatred 
welled out of my heart 11 (p. 334). George has completed his growth 
from childhood to adulthood. 
,-. Moser, as we quoted, does not see a growth process in The Arrow 
of Gold. He believes that George is an example of a type of character 
11 for whom Conrad posits a development from na'ivete to self-awareness. 
but who, in fact acts effectively from the beginning and never 
attains true maturity. 11 161 But in answer to this, we might quote 
Palmer, who may indeed have been thinking of Moser's remarks. Palmer 
says there are two narrators in The Arrow .Qf Gold, an older and younger: 
The older who edits the younger man's diary. 
The fantastically involuted dialogue George enters into 
with Rita, his complicated psychological insights, his introspective self-awareness at moments of crisis, and 
so on, all must be understood as the narrator 1s articula-
tion of feelings and intrusions which in th~·6fung~r -man would have been half-conscious at best. 
The retrospective nature of the narrative is 11 confirmed, 11 Palmer 
says, by Conrad's placement of the story between two notes "which 
project it into the past and bring it under the scrutiny of a 
mature intelligence." 163 The Notes themselves involve a type of 
shift in time, a shift in perspective from which the events in the 
story can be observed. It 1 is significant that in the Notes we 
learn that George is recording his tale, in the frame story, to 
a childhood friend who he has not seen in many years. 
The second Note is a disappointment. George seems to have 
regressed back to his romantic illusions. He is willi_ng to fight a 
duel for his beloved, and he has the romantic notion that he would 
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have had to throw the arrow of gold into the sea if it had not been 
already lost there. Fortunately he, smiles at.the notion. Perhaps 
his experiences have matured him. And perhaps the process~through 
which he matures follows the Conradian pattern. One critic, Thomas 
Lorch, says there is a basic test which must be passed in Conrad's 
novels before a character can pass through the barrier separating 
youth and maturity: 11 The test always involves a conflict between 
the character's romantic conception of himself and •a recognition 
of the hard facts of existence shared with the rest of mankind. 111 164 
Lorch goes on to define maturity as awareness, on the part of the 
character, of forces beyond his control: 11 He may retain many 
illusions, but he has some awareness of the true nature of life. 0 165 
This seems to be the level of maturity at which we finally see George. 
Hopefully we have traced through enough of the novel I s irnagery 
and theme to prove the original propositions, first, that The Arrow 
. .Qf Gold does have a meaningful structure; and second, that the 
meaning in the novel is one of growth from youth to maturity, as 
George discovers that the flashback material is not as romantic as 
he had thought; and th,i rd, that this growth is support~d by the 
language and imagery in the novel. Perhaps- we have also succeeded 
in finding proof for a broader hypothesis: that Conrad's last novels-
are not the failures that some critics have labeled them. 
Conrad, we can conclude, was never a careless artist. From the 
. beginning to the end of his career he was very consciotJs of the 
structure he was_ givi_ng to each~ novel-. He never divorced himself 
\ 
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from the pursuit of a perfect blend of ,.form and substance which he 
. '. -e-~poused in the early Preface to The Nigger of the 11 Narcissus. 11 He 
was faithful. This was a type of 'fidelity,·•: one of the simple 
ideas on which his world rested. 166 He ll1ay not have been able to 
.sustain a perfect blend in his last novels, and he may not have been 
able to apply his technique successfully at times, but he did not 
abandon the quest. 
We have tried in this pap.er to define Conrad's technique, and 
·-
what he meant by a blend o·f form and substance, by examining the 
theory in general, and several novels in particular. We have noted 
early experiments, gradual developments, and striking modifications. 
In general, we have studied Conrad's special use of impressionism, 
his adaptations of narrators, and his exploitation of imagery - all 
to stress hi.s interest in the effect of time on character. 
Impressionism is the literary tenn that is occasionally given 
to the time-shift technique which fragments narrative into an order 
that follows a logic other.than chronology. The term is applicable 
particularly to Conrad because of his early declaration that he 
would appeal to the reader through the senses - make impressions on 
the reader's mind that would gradually add up to truth. The technique 
permitted Conrad to give structure a more important function than mere 
neatness. It allowed him to manipulate mood, define character with 
precision, sustain a tone of irony, or regulate degrees of emphasis. 
It also gave him opportunity to blend theme and structure: 
' 
The novelty of this te.chni que [writes Men di low] 1 i es · in the exposition bei~g treated as part of the main 
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action, not as a subordinate adjunct to it. The focus 
of presentness shifts continually; the relative past-
ness and presentness are deliberately dissolved; the 
tenses are confused or rather fused, so that the p~st 
is felt not as distinct from the present but included in it and permeating ito Every moment is conceived 
as the condensation of earlier history, and the past 
is not separate and complet;ifut an ever-developing part of a changing present. . · 
This concept of the fusion of time becomes in Conrad a blend between 
the structural time-shifts, and the thematic effect of the past on 
a character's present and future. 
Many of the shifts in time are achieved, we have said, with the 
help of a character-narrator. We saw that in the early novels Conrad 
was working toward the creation of Marlow, and in the later novels 
., be returns to Marlow once (in Chance) and experiments with other 
breeds of narrator. We saw, for instance, that in The Arrow .Qf Gold, 
George's diary is being edited and revised to some extent by a nar-
rator with a wider scope, a perspective of many years (which makes 
him similar to the Marlow of 11 Youth 11 ). We might also have examined 
Under Western Eyes for the similarities between the teacher of 
· languages and Marlow, 'from whom he is obviously derived. Both, for 
example, are participants in their own stories. But the teacher, as 
opposed to· Marlow, is continually apologizing for his lack of literary 
ability. As one critic says, this teacher is a 11 clumsy substitute 
for Marlow. 11 168 The most successful narrator in Conrad is Marlow, 
and whatever changes Conrad might make in him over the space of 
several novels, he always serves three purposes: {l) He pulls 
· together a var:j.ety of points of view without loss of ·coherence; 
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(2) he reveals to us the effect of a story or an incident upon an __ 
involved consciousness; and (3) he illustrates the process that a 
story-teller or artist goes through in giving form to otherwise 
chaotic fragments. 
The_ fragmentation of chronology, whether it is re-organized and 
interpreted by a first-person narrator, or an omniscient narrator, 
is usually a structural support for a theme related in some way to 
time. This theme is often refined or clarified by the language in 
the narrative. We have examined several dictional patterns in : 
Conrad's novels, such as the recurring sentence structure in An 
Outcast-.Qf_ the Islands in which the present is enclosed in the past 
and future; or the recurring references to childhood in The Arrow of ; .,, 
• 
. 
~'..,..-(" ... '11111, 
/ 
Gold. We have also seen several image patterns, some of which are 
traditional (such as the river of time in Almayer's Folly and Heart 
.Qf Darkness); and some of which are allegorical (such as the ship of 
isolation in The Nigger .Qf_ the 11 Narcissus 11 ). We have also seen the 
development of an image out of a key object. I am thinking in par-
ticular of the Greenwich Observatory in The Secret Agent. But we may 
even see an image development between novels if we see the similarity 
between the Observatory and the chronometer in The Nigger .Q.f the 
11 Narcissus 11 : both are precision time-keepers which relate time to 
longitude. Longitude, we said in our discussion of The Secret Agent. 
is circular, thus related to the i~age of the circle, and the circu-
larity of narrative. The Secret Agent certainly is Conrad.1 s consummate 
use of the circle as an image, especially after we have seen how he 
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defines narrative circles with reference points in all of his novels.· 
The circle is an image that Conrad fully exploits in making intricate 
connections between structure and character .and theme. 
We have tried to outline and apply Conrad's time-shift technique 
in general. We have also tried to prove that this technique is 
inseparable from other factors in each novel. Early in this paper we 
said there was a similarity between Conrad's novels, and poetry. One 
similarity _worth emphasizing is that, as in poetry each poem operates ~ .... . .. ,· 
.. 
under its own laws.of structure.and theme, so too in Conrad: each 
novel is independent; each novel must be appraised according to its 
. own degree of compatibility between structure and theme. The time-
shift technique is only a tool; Conrad used it differently in each 
novel in his perennial attempt to find a perfect blend of "~form and 
substance. 
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